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Elisabeth Göbel at 80

Werner Barfod, CH-Dornach

The contemporary mood of the last two thirds of the 20th

century was one of courage for individual, spiritual mani-
festation and tirelessmobility of soul. In this context,we can
view the life of ElisabethGöbelwithastonishment. Sheknew
very early that she wanted to be a eurythmist, aware of the
deep wish to link eurythmy as an art with social concerns.
This characterised her path.
Elisabeth was born in 1930 in Berlin into an anthropo-

sophically active environment and at the same time into the
ever more difficult living situation due to the struggle for
power. Spiritually open, she strongly experienced the ten-
sions and divisions – the split between family life and her
surroundingworld.Themotif of division that later led to the
splitting of Germany was a wound she felt as her own, call-
ing for healing.
Her father fell during theWar in 1944; in 1945 her mother

fled from the Russians to the neighbourhood of Stuttgart. In
theWaldorf School with its faculty of significant personali-
ties she acquired ideals that repeatedly lit up in her life, giv-
ing strength. After invaluable experiences during a year in
England, she began in 1951 her eurythmy training with Else
Klink. In 1956 her life’s motif was so strong that with Ger-
many divided she wanted to give eurythmy courses in East
Germany.Takingonherself all theprivations anddifficulties,
Elisabethwanted to findherwaywith eurythmy for the peo-
ple in surroundings of human hatred, soul emptiness, filled
with the mood of death. There were border experiences of
the abyss, threshold experiences….
Shemanaged ever and againwith interested, helpful peo-

ple to fight for eurythmy. In her book “Auf der Suche nach
Mitteleuropa – eine Lebensweise zwischenWest und Ost im
20. Jahrhundert—The search for Middle Europe: a life
between West and East in the C20th” (Verlag Freies Geis-
tesleben. Stuttgart 2008) one can directly follow how coura-
geous and with what trust in destiny Elisabeth served the
struggle for culture, how people through her existentially
experienced eurythmy.
Her life in the West became more concrete from 1961

onwards under the reversed conditions of struggles with
personalities – “Showwhether you are kernel or husk!”
Elisabeth took on the immediate tasks. Elisabeth, who

meanwhile has become a mother of two children, became
unintentionally responsible for the Kindergarten work in
Göttingen. During the preparation for the founding of the
Waldorf School 1979, a rift became apparent in the social
realm, for which she has the strength to mediate. Elisabeth
wrestled for a co-operative collaboration; everywhere indi-
vidual forms of community living were developed, wishing
to remain in development.
With45-years teachingexperience,especiallywithchildren

in their first seven years, tireless courses for Kindergarten
teachers and eurythmists, she wrote her suggestions for a
practical study of children, of the exact imagination for eury-
thmy lessons, “Eurythmie im ersten Jahrsiebt, ein Lebenselixi-
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Dear Colleagues,

Since February you have no doubt been aware in several
ways how a necessary process of review has been proceed-
ing at the Goetheanum in all areas. Every activity was
inspected by a common effort with the question on the one
hand of where possible savings could be made, and on the
other hand to confirm and new inner directions. It has been
a trying time for all concerned, inparticular the stage-artists.
Art does not pay for itself; it costs money. People have to
want it and support it financially. And despite the fact that a
necessary 1.7million Sw. Frs. has to be saved, the collegium
of the School of Spiritual Science has decided, on the basis
of the intensive input of the co-workers, that the Mystery
Dramas should run to2013and that speechanddramawork
should be built up. The Eurythmy Ensemble will be able to
continue working with 12 +1 eurythmists.
The 4th-year finals of the Eurythmy Schools has just end-

ed.Onceagain, around120youngpeoplehave received their
diplomas. The Foundation-Stone Hall was quite full each
afternoon and evening; a mutual sharing and joy over the
variety of the presentation was to be felt.
Nigh100years ago, on15August 1910,Rudolf Steiner’s first

Mystery Drama was premiered in the Schauspielhaus,
Munich. Since then, many people have concerned them-
selves with these plays. For the actors and directors, the
opportunity to deepen them on many levels was not only
possible but necessary.WilfriedHammacher has beenmost
successful to record thedeepeningand researches inwritten
form, the foundations and historical developments from
1910 till today. It is a work of impressive greatness. Thework
that has gone into it can hardly be imagined.Here a tremen-
dous, heart-felt thanks on behalf of everyone in our Section
should be made toWilfried Hammacher. May his book be a
source of inspiration for many people!

With warmwishes,
Yours sincerely,

F O R E W O R D



er in unserer Zeit” (Verlag Freies Geistesleben 2005).
In the two decades before and after the millennium we

have met regularly in the Class work with regard to euryth-
my. Always engaged and active, Elisabeth’s life’s motifs were
reflected in her contributions, as in the enlivening of the
spiritual-scientific work through art, or always feeling a
stranger in life despite all the strengths of initiative, some-
thing that seemingly belongs to this life of hers, or the con-
tinuing cultural struggle for eurythmy generally and espe-
cially in theWaldorf Schools.
How, alongside brutal capitalism and the evidence-based

demands of our time, can the spiritual tasks of eurythmy be
further developed in the coming generations? The older
pupils and the younger eurythmists are searching for the
sources of art and its appropriate methods – this calls for
help. Elisabeth set out of this path all her life. She still fights
for the sources of anthroposophy in education and art!

With all best wishes for your 80th birthday on 1st May 2010
and for the following years!

A life “all of a piece” – Angela Locher at 80

Birrethe Arden Hansen,DK-

OnAscensionDay, friends andpupils ofAngelaLocher gath-
ered to celebrate in thebeautiful hall of theEurythmySchool
inAesh.Through the accounts of recollections ofmanypeo-
ple there arose the panorama of a life completely given to
eurythmy. Picture after picture arose – childhood and youth
inZürich, eurythmy trainingwithHeleneReisinger inBerlin,
themany years on the stage inDornach, teaching in a train-
ing in East German andWest Berlin, further training in Dor-
nachuntiringup to today. Peoplewerepresent fromall these
phases, from the oldest school-friend to the present further
training students. Music and eurythmy accompanied the
festivities.
Out of the overall picture a human being emerged whose

whole activity appearedas a single straight-line – awrestling
for the art of eurythmy in unflinching faithfulness to that
whichRudolf Steinerhad intended. In thebig stage-works as
well as in the passing on [of impulses] and in the schooling
of us younger colleagues – always the same plumbing the
depths and deepening of the indications and their realisa-
tion into her own creative work.
Whoever was lucky to have trained inDornach during the

’60s and ’70s was able every Sunday to learn “what it was
about” from the artists of the two big eurythmy groups, 50–
60 in number. Especially impressive amongst the “great”
ones was Angela Locher with her strong, sculpted gestures
for the speech-sounds and the music that sounded out of
her, not from themusicians’ gallery.Howoften did I sit there
with the question, “How does she do it?”!
Later we received the answer to this, when she and

Dorothea Mier took on the task to train young eurythmists
in artistic further-trainingwork.Daily, formonths, for exam-
ple, an hour zodiac; an hour Lucifer and Ahriman; one hour
beat, rhythm, melos, etc. Steiner’s eurythmy-forms in solos
and groups – themost difficult tasks, no easy ways into that

for which one was talented. The early eurythmists were
drawn in to help, Ilona Schubert, Flossie Leinhas, Mar-
guerite Lundgren, and others. Demonstration-perfor-
mances in the Foundation-Stone Hall rounded off the
themes. This took place for three years besides the stage-
work, thenwe had to choose – Angela Locher continued the
work in “stage-studies” with Gerda Lehn into purely artistic
programmes, which we then took on tour. A rich palette of
poems from the Middle Ages to modern times, with pieces
of music from the classics to Berg and Bartok schooled us
further, now in collaborationwith these two artistic person-
alities.
Shortly before her death Marie Savitch told me, “Euryth-

my in each of us is a raw jewel – ever and again one has to
hold one side of it to the grindstone. Finally, the sun will
sparkle in this diamond!” In my destiny, Angela Locher
became this grindstone.Her first question tomewas, “What
are you working on?” Only this was her concern during my
six yearswith her inDornach, and this sounded further dur-
ing my life, “What are you working on?” Strict and full of
devotion towards the beloved art – so stands Angela Locher
in the life of her for whom she was an example and grind-
stone. Whoever got to know her as a friend, experienced a
wonderful simplehumourandhumanity, andprecisely a life
all of a piece.With all best wishes for further work!

Meeting of new eurythmy graduates

Johannes Starke, CH-Zürich

This year fifteen groups of new graduatesmet from27th June
to1st July inDornach–already for the twenty-fifth time in the
worthwhile extended form. The idea is that alongside
rehearsals and short performances in theFoundation-Stone
Hall, courses should also be on offer to provide the oppor-
tunity to meet other tutors or eurythmical capacities. This
time the motto was eurythmy in different languages. The
central lecture held Hans Paul Fiechter had as theme “Lan-
guage between man’s spiritual nature and human soul-cul-
ture”.
On the afternoons and evenings, two or even three gradu-

ating classes showed 30-minute selections from their
evening-filling programmes. The way they were fashioned
depended for the main part of three factors: on the one
hand, on the strength of the class which varied from over 10
to 3 persons, on the other hand the distinctive features of a
training-centre, and last but not least the possibilities of the
students. There were noticeable differences, yet the whole
meeting was on a quite high level, above which some indi-
vidual high-points stood out. The relatively large number of
men was noticeable.
In the sequence of programmes the individual groupswill

be mentioned, with some personal comments, which are
not intended to exhaust the characteristics.
With“EurythmyWitten/Annen in the Institute forWaldorf

Education” what spoke especially to me was the freeing of
the fontal moving quality. This was carried out quite natu-
rally, not only for modern poems but also with romantic
music.The“EurythmeumZuccoli, Dornach” included three

T O P I C A L F O R U M
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students of the third year with their four graduates. The
“Akademie für Eurythmische Kunst Baselland” with seven
ladies opened the first evening. On the previous Saturday, I
was able to see both trainings “sitting at home”. The former
offered a programme of very mixed styles; with the latter a
large encompassing, intensive mood over-arched every-
thing. The “Eurythmée Paris-Chatou” (two ladies, oneman)
were convincing with expressive gestures and specially cre-
ated costumes for everyone for each piece. “Den norske
Eurytmihöyskole, Oslo” ended the first evening with
panache and expressive gestures.
The “London College of Eurythmy” began the second

evening with very lively, hardly differentiated offerings. The
“Schule für eurythmische Art und Kunst, Berlin” were con-
vincing through intensity and harmonious movement,
which led to the probably strongest applause; the“Camphill
Eurythmy School, Botton Village” convinced through sub-
stantial and differentiated power of expression. The “Fach-
bereich Eurythmie der Alanus Kunsthochschule, Alfter” on
the next afternoon offered an extremely contrary perfor-
mance, where I for one could hardly recognise the euryth-
micalmeans. After this, the“EuritmieAcademieHogeschool
Helicon,TheHague”,whoalso enjoy experimenting, seemed
rather classical.
“Eurythmy West Midlands, Stourbridge” opened the

evening consisting of “foreign languages”. A young lady and
three gents showed a well-worked programme, including
the“favouritepieceof themeeting”, thePrelude inEb-minor
by Shostakovitch.This piecewas presented during theweek
as a group piece, a solo and a duo, also played very differ-
ently. The “Eurytmilärarutbildningen, Järna” followed with
well conceived choreography. The “Eurythmy Training at
Rudolf Steiner College, Fair Oaks, CA, U.S.A.”, offered a spir-
ited close to the evening. The last afternoon was opened by
the“Finnisch-EstnischeEurythmieausbildung”whichwas a
part-time training lasting five years, alternating on both
sides of the East Sea.The dance of presentations endedwith
very differentiated streams of movement of the “Euryth-
meum Stuttgart”.
A rich palette of most varying short programmes in both

content andmanner of presentation had unfolded during a
brief week and lit up the most varied eurythmical work.
Moreover, there were two special moments besides – the
“Soul-Calendar” afternoon and the evening devoted to the
tutors’ performance.
For the third time almost all the training centres answered

the call to contribute to a “Soul-Calendar” performance.
Margrethe Solstad compared these spiritual lyrics of Rudolf
Steiner to artistic, chamber-music creations. The directions
of style could hardly be more concise: transparency in the
changing play of the dynamic, in the moving together or
against each other, in coming to the fore and dissolving into
the whole, in the weaving together of colours. These verses
are one of the most difficult tasks facing us eurythmically.
Sixteen of them stood in the programme, three were dou-
bled, half of them lay in the corresponding time of year cor-
responding from Easter to St John’s, a third were in English,
the final contribution in Swedish. The presentations varied
from exaggerated dynamic, or evenly led forms, as far as
strict frontal stance; with some you could experience the
language of the forms; with a few you could experience the
colours. With the verses presented twice, certain compar-

isons could be made. For example, in the 14th week1 the
“Betäubende – the numbing” was shown through he two
blue figures, right into a bending of the body, whereas in the
English version2 they gave themselves up as though lost. A
crass contrast in theuseof the languagewas audible andvis-
ible in the in the Michaelmas mood, 26th week. A formed
and breathing speech and execution of the form3 was fol-
lowedby a sober, objective reduction in a high and low tone,
so that the expression of the speech was underlaid by an
emotional tinge which was extremely mirrored in the eury-
thmical execution, emphasised through the dresses with
theirwidebell-shaped cut.4 In thepost-Christmasweek, 39th

week, one could experience the counter-verse of the 14th

week presented by the same training centres. It was inter-
esting to experience, how both in the German as well as the
English the same light in the execution of the form filled the
Foundation-Stone Hall.
This year as last year, the marathon of performances was

concludedwith aperformanceby the eurythmy tutors in the
Great Auditorium.Most of them knew eurythmy since their
infancy, and the older ones have experienced and con-
tributed duringmost of the last two thirds of the first centu-
ry of eurythmy, helping to fashion the last third. Many
belong to thegeneration, aboutwhichover tenyears agoone
could read in the “Flensburger Hefte”, that in their training
they only had to “imitate” – and were willing to do so. This
indeed led to an intensive search into themost varying artis-
tic extremes, forming an enormous field of tension with the
inherited tradition. This has not become lost, neither “over-
come”, but [is contributing] to a new conscious-making, as
the trainings show they have been strengthened in themost
varying manner in recent years. The performance of the
tutors, mostly solos and predominantly of pieces of music,
emphasised what is living in the individuals.

1Witten/Annen
2 London
3 Akademie Aesch
4 Alanus

T O P I C A L F O R U M
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Johann Wolfgang Ernst, researcher
and artist – on his 100th birthday

Jürg Schmied

JohannWolfgangErnst (14September 1910–20March1986)
belonged to the group of pupils around Marie Steiner. In
speech formation, he combined ina special, uniquemanner
research and artistic abilities. In recitation and in acting, I
experienced this artist’s supple, expressive and adequate
manner of speech. He did not practice one speech-forma-
tion method valid for all texts, but developed a many-sided
instrument for themost varying demands of poetry.
I experienced in this researcher a personality of great spir-

itual presence, formed out of a living interest and a pene-
trating thought.With almost everyone, he only needed a few
minutes of conversation to reach the essential point from
which, througheveryday considerations, thingsbecamesig-
nificant, gaining in substance.
Above all in lessons in artistic speech one felt perceived

and taken seriously. His example in speaking served not for
a weak imitation, but the possibility of perceiving artistic
phenomena, so that one could find and develop what was
one’s own. From this a consciously penetrated method was
developed.
In his studies, he entered areas that led to fundamental

scientific insights, for example, music in the ancient world
included the art of speaking poetry. Further insights result-
ed from his researches on Plato and the numerous themes
of philology, cultural history, Christology and anthroposo-
phy. Translations that lead to a new understanding result-
ed from such research, for example, the deciphering of
newly discovered Manichean manuscripts out of the orig-
inal Coptic.1

Unusual views and breakthroughs, however, caused him
to be numbered amongst the awkward customers, both
amongst anthroposophical circles as well as those of lan-
guage studies. For this reason, the most important parts of
his researches still remain unknown today.2

Before his death, Ernst himself describes his life-tasks in
an unpublished interview with ArfstWagner:
“The question of my profession is complex, although one

and the same interest of a lifetime stands behind everything.
It awokewhen I was about sixteen; it is called speech. I stud-
ied linguistics because the phenomenon interestedme that
splendid ancient languages could degenerate from their
prime, e.g., Latin to vulgar Latin, but that this could once
again pick itself up and become French, Italian, Spanish,
and so on.This interest also underlay studies in cultural his-
tory. Then the phenomenon interested me that through
Marie Steiner the speech of everyday… can become
enlivened, colourful, formed and supple. To the third ques-
tion: How does one do it? – My professional interests are
formed out of these three interests, supplemented through
more specialised studies.
You see, this is science, or rather research and art, or art-

education... yet the educational tasks always takes priority,
since it includes young people.”3

The task posed by destinywas the “Ausbildungsschule für
Sprachgestaltung und dramatische Kunst am Goetheanum
[School for training in speech formation and dramatic art at
the Goetheanum]” founded by Marie Steiner in 1946, later
called“Marie Steiner Schule”.To this School under thedirec-
tion of his wife Hertha Louise Ernst-Zuelzer – a highly gifted
pupil of Marie Steiner from the first group of students from
1925 – J.W. Ernst remained faithful despite all the difficulties
arising from the conflict in the Society concerning Marie
Steiner’s part with Rudolf Steiner’s literary estate. To follow
up the story here would exceed the bound of this article.
After Marie Steiner’s death, the School lived on for ten years
in Hannover, Coburg, Malsch and elsewhere in all kinds of
activities, of training, performing and touring, until strength
was exhausted. For over 10 years Johann Wolfgang Ernst
cared for his sick wife until her death in 1974. The few
remaining years he dedicated to research, which resulted in
theextensive, unpublishedmanuscript“PlatonsPhilosophie
der Dichtung und der Kunst sie zu sprechen,Ms. 1968 – 1973
[Plato’s philosophyofpoetry and theart of speaking it]”.With
a few students hebeganagain in 1975 – aworking group that
actually shouldhavebeenmuch larger.Withhis secondwife,
Dorothea Ernst-Vaudaux, he taught in Muttenz near Basel
and continued his researches.
The picture of Marie Steiner as an artist, which J.W. Ernst

sketched in what follows, gives at the same time a living
impression of his own work and views. In an undated note-
book probably from the end of the ’50s, we find a sketch for
a lectureby JohannWolfgangErnst, a testimony tohis appre-
ciation out of direct experience of Marie Steiner’s art. At the
same time a brief glimpse is given of the central concerns of
Marie Steiner who gave her name to found the“Marie Stein-
er Schule für Sprachgestaltung und dramatischen Kunst” at
the Goetheanum. The title originates from the editor, the
present writer.

Marie Steiner’s Ideal of Art
“Art is another kind of knowing/recognition, namely that

the spirit it contains is not revealed in the head, but is really
manifested.
Through this (there comes about) a new relationship to

religion; art, however, is not the same as religion, nor does
religionequal art. Jacobwrestleswith theangel in knowledge
and art, and in a different way also in religion.
For whom (then is) art? – “Jacob for the whole world.”

That isMarie Steiner! Anartist,whohas consciouslyworked
from this point of view which is valid in general: Never con-
tent, if the spirit was not immediately present speaking in her
art and directing, Art [is] not to be understood as a self-ful-
filling occupation and also to be subordinate to an intellec-
tual purpose, but always aims for this: art as spirit-presence;
this in continuous striving, never in an abstract completion.
This is the aim of the Marie Steiner School that she found-

ed, which is part of the School for Spiritual Science, founded
by Rudolf Steiner, in which knowledge is an art and art as
another kind of knowledge, in order that that the spirit-pres-
ence be fostered for humanity.”

A R T I C L E S
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In 1985 J.W. Ernst, like a testimony, gave a concentrated
picture of Marie Steiner and of his research on her art of
speech formation with the title “Marie Steiner’s Speech For-
mation: a Portrait drawn from Participation” with a short
article in which he reports that during a rehearsal she
exclaimed:“That’s thebeautiful thingabout speech; through
it one can create (machen – do, make) everything.”4 That
means, to allow the soul to sound in a living, creative man-
ner in the word, allowing the spirit to be expressed.
This article is but a brief stimulus to concern oneself with

J.W. Ernst and the foundations of speech formation.

1.Die Erzählung vom Sterben des Mani—The story of the
death of Manes: Translated and reconstructed from the
Coptish, Basel, 1941.

2. A short survey can be found in an article by Jürg Schmied
in Bodo v. Plato (ed.): Anthroposophie im 20, Jahrhundert.
Ein Kulturimpuls in biografischen Porträts—Anthroposo-
phy in the C20th: a cultural impulse in biographical por-
traits. Dornach 2003.

3. JohannWolfgangErnst: InterviewwithArfstWagner, auto-
biographical, Michaelmas 1985 (unpublished).

4. “Aus der Marie Steiner Schule für Sprachgestaltung und
dramatische Kunst—From the Marie Steiner School for
Speech Formation and Dramatic Art”. Working material,
articles, translations and poems by J.W. Ernst; biographi-
cal and other documents collected by Jürg Schmied. Pho-
tocopy, 2nd edition, October 2009.

The increase in the number of notes
Pentatonic, heptatonic, “moods of fifths” and other
things

Johannes Greiner, CH-Dornach

[Tr. note: Faced with a question of terminology and the differing
usage of English/American, etc., I have tried to restrict the word
“tone” to the interval of two semitones. The occasional inclusion of
alternativewords is an attempt tohelp readers, not to showan inde-
cisive translator. My additions are in square brackets. A.S.]

You see, up to about the age of nine, children do not
yetpossess aproper graspof themajor and theminor
moods, though one can approach children with
them.Whenentering school, childrencanexperience
the major and the minor moods in preparation for
what is to come later, but children have neither the
one nor the other. Though it is not readily admitted,
children essentially dwell in moods of fifths (Quin-
tenstimmen). Naturally, in school you can resort to
examples already containing thirds, but if you really
wish to reach children, musical appreciation has to
be based on the appreciation of fifths; that is what is
important.Wedochildren a great kindness ifwe con-
front them with major and minor musical moods as
well as an appreciation of the whole third-complex
sometime after the age of nine, when children ask
important questions of us. One of the most signifi-
cant questions concerns the urge for living with the
major third and the minor third. This is something

that appears between the ages of nine and ten, and
that should be specifically fostered. As far as is possi-
ble within present-day limits of music, it is also nec-
essary to try to promote appreciation of the octave at
around the age of twelve. What has to be offered to
children in the way of music will thus be adapted
once again to the various ages (Rudolf Steiner).1

Is pentatonic meant with “moods of fifths”?
When the subject of music lessons in Steiner/Waldorf

Schools is discussed, people always return to thequestionof
the mood of the fifth and of the third. Frequently, the mood
of fifths is identified with the pentatonic system (five-note
scale), and the mood of thirds with heptatonic (seven-note
system). This identification is thoroughly questionable
when we think of the seven-note scales of the Middle Ages
(ecclesiastical modes) or of the Greeks of antiquity who had
little of the inwardness characteristic of the third.Theywere
far rather at home with the character of the fifth or of the
fourth. Seen with this in mind, the ecclesiastical modes
[which still predominate in folk-song] and the early Greek
scales, although they are comprised of seven notes, stand
between the pentatonic system (clearly held in themood of
the fifth) and the major andminor system of modern times
(expressing themood of the third).
Thenumberofnotes [of a scale] andbasic tuningare relat-

ed, it is true, but theydonot completely correspond. Iwould
like here to explain how in the history of music the changes
in the number of notes of a scale can be seen as an expres-
sion of the developing consciousness in humanity. As a
result, we gain insight into what kind of music suits the var-
ious ages in educating the growing human being.

The difference between tonal system and scales
Theoretically, the number of possible pitched sounds is

endless. In his “Theory of Music”, Goethe writes, “What is
audible is in the widest sense endless”.2 But not all the pos-
sibilities are used in music. On the contrary, astonishingly
few are chosen.
Twosteps in thechoicecanbedelineated. Ina first step,out

of theendlessamountofmusical sounds/tones/notes, a spe-
cific number are chosen. These are the notes that are used
throughout a cultureor epoch. ForWesternmusicofmodern
times these are shown [at the phenomenal level] by the
twelve different notes of the piano keyboard.The thirteenth,
the octave, is similar, so to speak related, to the first. For rea-
sonsof this similarity of thenotes oneoctave apart, thenotes
within an octave range are counted. These, in the case of the
12 notes of theWest, form a tonal system.3With the second
step, out of these notes comprising the tonal system, those
are chosen that are to sound in a realmelody.Thenotes lying
as the basis of a specific melody are chosen according to a
lawfulness; when assembled, they form a scale.
The first step leading to the tonal system takes from the

endless sea of possible notes a limited number and carries
them into the realm of what can be realised, brings them to
the vicinity of human beings. The second step first
approaches the boundary separating the possible from the
realisable. It chooses the notes that should actually sound,
that are arranged according to the laws of the scale. The
music-maker dives into this “choice of choice” and – one
could call it a third step – actually manifests them.
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The relationships of an actualmelody to a scale and of the
scale to the tonal systemarenot always the same ineachage.
The scale and tonal system cannot always be separated. For
example, within the twelve-note technique of the 20th cen-
tury the difference between tonal system and scale is
annulled, for the sake of the attempt, out of the twelve notes
of the tonal system, not to choose a scale with the chosen
notes, but to treat all twelve as far as possible equally.
Changes in the tonal system and scales are a reflection of

the development in the realm of human feelings. In this
change lives a great breathingmovement. This change does
not follow the world of feelings of the single personality, but
can follow the change of great epochs of time, embracing
centuries andmillennia. Only in the C20th do personalities
appearwho,moreor less seriously andconsistently, attempt
to take into their own hands to change the arrangement of
the notes.
A survey of the developments of the arrangement of notes

is extremely difficult to achieve. The main problem is the
missing, or hardly existing, sources, especially for the time
before antiquity. Consequently, in particular for very early
times, we are directed to instrumental finds, pictures of
instruments, and partly to accounts that point towards
myths. Obviously numerous errors are possible. Out of this
lack of source material most accounts on the tonal systems
and scales of early cultures amount to hypotheses.
The researches of what is called comparative musicology

are very valuable. It is hoped that keys can be found to
unlock the subject, through comparing primitive races with
the earlier level of culture of humankind. The assumption is
that primitive races have retained the state of affairs that
existed earlier for themain part of humanity.
“...What science shows of the music of foreign cultures, is

thedestiny that has led andwill leadus, and thepath thatwe
have taken. The thousands of utterances of human life,
which like a colourful carpet extends over all parts of the
earth, do but form the residue of a development that our
own forefathers have undergone.... The painter’s canvas
enchants into a single plane objects that in space retreat
behind each other. Likewise fixed into the map of our earth
today is the harvest of uncountable human races.”4

Historical overview
Due to the dearth of source material concerning the

change in the number of notes used in music-making, we
confront a dense and non-surveyable thicket, clothed in
almost impenetrabledarkness.Yet a great line emerges, so to
speak, the main trunk:
Out of a few notes, evermore are used! The number of notes

brought to sound has grown step by step!
The earliest find ofmusical instruments (dated to the Old

Stone Age)5 are whistles able to produce only one note.6

It is said of the early ages of Indian music, that the sacred
texts of the Rigvedawere sung or recited initially in a kind of
accentuated recitative on one note (Udatta, “the raised”).
Later a second note was added (Anudatta, “the not raised”)
and later still a third note (Svarita, “the onewho has become
a note”) mediating between both notes.7

Many rhyming songs and roundelays use three notes (e.g.,
“Ringel,Ringel,Reihe”, and“Ringa ringo’ roses”).Theattitude
of soul expressed here begins at the time of learning to speak
and continues to the time of starting school.The experience,

circling in itself, does not yet relate to the world. In listening
to children who sing three-note melodies, the adult can
become aware how different their world of experience is.8

The step to civilisation brings a five-note system
A next stage is the system with five tones/notes: Pentaton-

ic (from the Gk. pénte “five” and tónos “musical
sound/tone/note”). It is probably first found in the musical
culture of the Sumerians in Mesopotamia (3000–2500 BC),
shortly after or even at the same time as the Egyptians.9 The
music of the Egyptian civilisation appears predominantly to
have rested on the pentatonic system.
Through the renowned emperor Haong-ti, a pentatonic

sequence of notes is said to have been founded in China
around the year 2697 BC.10

It is rather astonishing that in all three cultures – in
Mesopotamia, Egypt and China – the pentatonic appeared
more or less at the same time. In his historical survey,Wern-
er Danckert describes the transition from music with four
notes to five-notemusic as anaccompanying event to cross-
ing the threshold to civilisation:
If thenumber five appears – togetherwith five-notemusic

and its numerous mutations – not only in the Far East but
also inother places of civilisation as the conserved remnant,
then four-notemusic…clearly remainsbefore the threshold
of civilisation. Themost ancient “consonancemusic” of the
female cultural line leads still deeper into the prehistoric
past: triad music, the triad-melos. Its seminal predecessor,
the pendulum third, was preserved in primitivemelodies in
a few backward realms. All these just mentioned melodic
forms are “older than the pentatonic”. This is already shown
in its cultural-geographic position.11

The innermood of pentatonic is still similar to three-note
melodies. It still retains a spherical-forming quality, not
opening outwards. Yet it has become richer; there are many
more relationships than those between three notes.Where-
as the same three-notemelody canbe sung to themost vary-
ing texts, the single mood of a melody now appears to be
more important. Various melodies are correlated to various
verbal utterances. This expresses that children have now
learnt to experienceevents in theworld in certain categories,
e.g., “that is beautiful and pleasant”, “that is dangerous”, “in
doing this, I would please my parents”, etc.
It has to be noted that two sorts of pentatonic scales have

to be differentiated – those with and those without semi-
tones.Thepentatonicwithout semitones is older.Theurgent,
direction-giving elementof semitones is linked to the seven-
note system.The semitonepentatonic takeson thenewqual-
ity of the heptatonic, the semitone, yet remains with the
number of notes of the pentatonic without semitones. In
otherwords, it is a transition stagebetweenpentatonicwith-
out semitones and the heptatonic system.12

With the waking up of thinking comes the seven-
note system
From the C8th BC the Greeks moved from the pentatonic

to heptatonic, the system with seven notes. With the Greek
culture thedominanceof the seven inmusic grew.Thenum-
ber seven was at work not only in the number of notes, but
also in the formal construction of the Kitharic Nomos,
important for the Olympic Games (the Kithara, the Greek
lyre, accompanied sacred hymns). The Kitharic Nomos was
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divided into seven parts: 1. Beginning, 2. Post-beginning, 3.
Petition, 4. Post-petition, 5. Navel, 6. Victory, 7. Postlude.
Somewhat at the same time as the appearance of the sev-

en-note system, the hitherto five-stringed lyre acquired two
additional strings, bringing the total to seven.Thepath to the
seven-stringed lyre consisted of two steps: from three (the
lyre ofHermes, of the inventor of the lyre, is said to have had
three strings) to five, and from this to seven. It is difficult to
say how far the impulse to five strings arose out of the influ-
ence of Egyptian culture. The step to seven strings was
impulsed by Hellenism. The mastering of this step is due to
the strength and help of Apollo. As no other divine figure,
Apollo was linked to the cultural achievements of the Greek
people. His oracle at Delphi was authoritative as no other
with regard to cultural phenomena, and was so for many
centuries. The last oracular verse of the Delphic Sybil fell in
the secondhalf of theC4thBC, in the reignCaesar Julianus.13

Apollo’s connection to the number seven is clear – his lyre
had seven notes. Singing swans circle the island Delos sev-
en times, as Leto, hismother lay in labour. He killed the sev-
enchildrenofNiobe. InDelphi, thePythiaprophesiedon the
seventh day of the month (originally only in the month of
Bysios, later in every month). Seven months he sojourned
every year in the land of theHyperboreans.14 He is supposed
to have extended the number of strings after he received the
three-stringed lyreofHermes.His representativeonearth, in
the musical competition during the festival of Apollo festi-
val in Sparta BC 676, was the victorious Terpander. To the
five-stringed lyre of the time he added two15 more strings.16

The change from five to seven notes is automatically con-
nected to the arrival of a decisively new element, the semi-
tone. With its power to give direction, it forced open the
closed structure of pentatonic, opening it outwards. The
view is no longer retained in its own pictorial and imagina-
tive world; for the first time it loses childish innocence and
views the outer world.17

It is notablywith theGreek folk (withwhom, asmentioned
above, the heptatonic first appeared) that the birth of phi-
losophy took place. The mythological explanation of the
world gave way to a thoughtful, logical view. The enchant-
ment of the world of imagination begins slowly to retreat.
Children are now ready for school. Emancipation from their
parents begins which prepares for entry into school; pro-
jected into history, this is shown in the TrojanWar, in which
the young Greek folk were freed from their Asiatic roots.
In Korea, the semitone was banned from themusic of the

Palace and fromreligiousmusic, because it fills the soulwith
sensual imaginations that work against the main task of
music to calm passionate stimuli.18 The opening of the soul
that cameabout through the semitone, facing sensual imag-
inations, stood opposed to the religious striving of the Kore-
ans.With the wish for the semitone, the sensory world was
viewed anew. The grandiose fruits of this new turning
towards the world of the senses are shown in Greek sculp-
ture. A comparable perfect anatomic presentation of the
humanbeingwasunknown to the cultureson the level of the
pentatonic (think of the knees still stylised in ancient Egypt-
ian, ancientBabylonianandearlyGreekart).Oneof themost
famous semitone sequences is to be found at the opening of
Wagner’s music-drama “Tristan”. Wagner wrote on this in a
letter toMathilde vonWesendonck.“You know theBuddhist
theory of the creation. A tiny breath dims the heavenly clar-

ity; it begins to grow, condenses, and in impenetrable mas-
siveness, the whole world at last stands again before me.”19

The human being rediscovers the world when he arrives in
the soul-situation that calls up the semitone.

The turning-point of time brought to experience
a change of direction
Music of the Middle Ages is based on what are called the

ecclesiastical modes, which likewise contain seven notes.
That the step between antiquity and the Middle Ages is not
expressed by a change in the number of notes could be ini-
tially astonishing. The change has to dowith another realm,
much mightier than some change in the structure or num-
ber of notes could be: In the time before Christ, music was
experienced ascending, i.e., the scale began above and in its
structurewas felt todescend.Thiswas reversed in the first cen-
turies AD; the scale was felt to ascend from below.The whole
melodic feeling has to change. Placing itself alongside the
minor and the modes, modern major, the most confidant
andmost radiant scale thatwehave,worked completely dif-
ferently on the Greeks of antiquity. Plato called this key [C –
C] – which thenwas called the Lydian mode and, as already
stated, was felt to descend from above – “soft” and “slack”.
Because of its softness and inclination to inspire idleness, it
should be avoided in a healthy republic.20

Concerning such a change of direction in children’s expe-
rience, I could find no study. Twice I myself have experi-
enced a child (one of pre-school age, the other at the end of
1st Grade/Class) who, upon request, played a scale for the
first time. Quite naturally, they played fromabove, descend-
ing. I was astonished, since for me a scale begins below in
order to ascend. Of course, these two cases could be excep-
tions. Yet, if a correspondence between child-development
andhumankind’sdevelopmentdoes in fact exist, thenevery-
thing to do with children’s experience appears in another
light.21 Nevertheless, it can be said that the influence of the
direction of experience is greater with seven-note melodies
than with five-note or even three-note melodies. With the
latter, the spherical, the self-enclosed, predominates in this
respect of the direction.

The modern age brings the major and the minor
With the beginning of modern times, at the Renaissance

(from c. AD 1430), the siblingsmajor and minor appeared.
At the latest with classicism (from c. AD 1750) they replaced
the ecclesiastical modes.
Major, with its seven notes, differentiates itself from the

previous modes not in the number of notes, but through a
different structure, another sequence of whole-tones and
semitone steps, and other things – the leading-note [7th

degree], producing a strong experience of the octave; signif-
icance of the third degree, etc.
Minordoesnot consist of sevennotes like its lighter broth-

er, themajor;minor is anine-note entity (D.de laMotte,Har-
monielehre). The differentiation into three kinds of minor
can be seen as an attempt to place themuchmore complex
minor opposite to the clear major.22

Of the nine notes forming the fund of notes for minor,
only seven appear closely connected, the other two remain
hidden. The fund of notes and the number of notes do not
coincide, as they do with the major. With regard to the
momentary phenomenon that minor is similar to major –
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both appear to consist of seven notes –, theminor adds two
notes in reserve, which it uses when necessary. (The Lydian
modeof theMiddleAges [F – F; at that time theGreeknames
became confused], moreover, also adds an alternative note
[Bb] appearing now as the eighth when the interval of a tri-
tone over the final is to be avoided.)
That the minor has more notes at its disposal than the

major suggests that it is more recent than its jovial sibling.
From the Baroque age we can find relatively many pieces in
minor, unlike classical times. Only nine of Beethoven’s 32
Piano Sonatas are in the minor key. Even more extreme cir-
cumstances are to be found with Mozart. Nevertheless, the
works of the classical masters in the minor mode are
absolutely on the highest level, as though they only seldom
turned to the minor, but then with full power (e.g., Mozart,
Symphony no. 40 in G-minor, Piano Concertos in D-minor
and C-minor; Beethoven, Symphony no. 9 in D-minor, the
“Pathétique”, “Moonlight”, “The Tempest”, and “Appassion-
ata” Sonatas, Sonata no. 32, op. 111, etc.). The actual age
whereminor reigns is that of romanticism,withinwhich, for
example, Schubert himself can lend to the major a glimpse
of the minor. Without doubt there exists a difference
between theminorwe findwith Beethoven and the Roman-
tics, and the Baroque minor. Whoever loves Beethoven’s
movements in the minor can easily say that a “real” minor
first appeared with Beethoven, at the most with Mozart,
whereas themajor already lives in the Baroque age.Without
wanting to confirm such an exclusive view, one can proba-
bly agree that in the course of development the minor key
shows its flowering after that of themajor.
What age corresponds to the respective key? Major

appeared first inmodern times.When in child development
can one establish a sudden jump, comparable to the transi-
tion from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance? Such a
moment of awakening does exist. It is what is called “cross-
ing the Rubicon” around the 9th year. The obvious delight in
pieces in the major, already long before this age, speaks
against a fixed allocation of the major to the following peri-
od. One thinks of the Trouvères, Troubadours and Min-
nesingerswhoalready longbefore theRenaissanceprepared
for modern times such a characteristically central position
of the third degree. It appears to me difficult exactly to allo-
cate the major, not least because you can hear many chil-
dren’s songs functioning classically as well as modally.Who
would decide how children really experiencemelody?
In this respect, minor is clearer than major. Pieces in the

minorwithmodal accompaniment can still be relegatedpri-
or to the “major phase”. But as soon as the leading-note,
which is actually borrowed from the major, is added and so
to speak illuminates theminormood, it thenbelongs toa lat-
er phase of development – puberty.The soul-life is now sud-
denly stronger. The first sighs of “Weltschmerz—romantic
discontent”, are felt. A deep insecurity is lived through. Sen-
timentality for the first time becomes possible. There are
pupils of this age who on principle want to play pieces only
in minor keys. Sheet-music collections like “Toll in Moll”
cash in here. I still recall how as a youth, looking through a
volume of Chopin’s Mazurkas, from the beginning only let-
ting those inminor catchmy eye.
The major mood from now on, of course, always remains

alongside the minor. Precisely the contrast between both
constitutes music of the classical and romantic age.

ZwischenWeinen und Lachen
schwingt die Schaukel des Lebens.
ZwischenWeinen und Lachen
fliegt in ihr der Mensch. (Chr. Morgenstern)23

[“The swing-boat of life alternates between weeping and
laughing. Between weeping and laughing the human being
swings/flies in it.”]

With the appearance of themajormood, humanity began
to awaken to the third degree. This is shown as far as instru-
mental tuning. Hitherto people had tried above all to keep
the fifths pure, and acceptedwithoutmuch ado the temper-
ing of the third.With the stronger use of themajormood the
need for pure thirds became apparent. During the Middle
Ages only the prime, fifth and octave were experienced as
perfect concords. The third was avoided in cadences for the
sake of “empty” fifths and octaves. Thirds were felt at the
threshold of modern times as increasingly essential. From
an imperfect concord, the third simplybecamea“beautiful”
interval.
WhenRudolf Steiner speaks of an awakening of an under-

standing of the context of the third in the 9th year, thismeans
that children musically live through that which humanity
experienced in the transition from theMiddle Ages tomod-
ern times:
One does children a great kindness if one confronts them

with manor and minor musical moods as well as an appre-
ciation for the whole third-complex sometime after the age
of ninewhen children ask important questions of us. One of
the most significant questions concerns the urge for living
together with the major and the minor third. This is some-
thing that appears between the agesof nine and tenand that
should be specifically cultivated. As far as it is possiblewith-
in present-day limits of music, it is also necessary to try to
promote appreciation of the octave at around the age of
twelve.24

I wondered for a long time why Rudolf Steiner wanted to
suggest the experience of the octave just in the twelfth year.
My subsequent observations are that the most sensitive
experiences of theminor can be experienced then by young
people. A possible explanation is the following. The minor
mode always tends to a strong fixation with one’s own inner
world, to the subjective, the feeling-sorry-for-oneself, to
delight in one’s own “soul-soup”. Against such subjectivism
Steiner sets the experience of the spiritual intervals, of the
intervals that can be experienced as expression of the high-
er “I”. He would like to root an impulse into the most sub-
jective inner experience. The human being at this age can
hardly take it up, but it shows it is related to his own higher
“I” creatingoutof anobjective spirituality. In a certain sense,
onecan say that theoctave can saveus fromourselves.When
we threaten to sink intoourownemotionalnature,whenour
ship of the soul, so to speak, is blown hither and thither on
the astral sea, the divine “I” in us is the only capable steers-
man. It stands in the same relationship to our ego as the
higher octave does to the lower note.

What developed after major and minor?
A characteristic of our age is that people want to keep

young and avoid getting old. People want to remain forever
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Is really only pentatonic meant with “moods of
the fifth”? And, where does the fourth fit in?
To return to the question posed at the outset.When Stein-

er spoke of “moods of the fifth”, did he really mean only the
pentatonic? Of course, the semitone-free pentatonic is an
especially strong expression of the open, breathing, won-
dering feeling of the fifth. But we have also noted that,
humanly seen, there are other levels between the pentaton-
ic and themajor/minor that rest on themoodof the third. As
a first stage there is the seven-note system of the Greeks.
Then the direction of experience changes, and the same
scales are experienced differently. In their observations on
music, the Greeks always proceed from the fourth. From
them we have taken over the idea of the tetrachord (groups
of four notes within the range of a fourth).

The fourth between the mood of the fifth and the
mood of the third
The fourth stands between fifth and third, not only spa-

tially but also as regards our experience. The fifth is quite
super-personal; one could also say “beyond the personal”.
The third is absolutely inward. Not for nothing does “third’
rhymewith“heart” inGerman (Terz,Herz).With the thirdwe
hear into the human being, into his/her inner, personal
world, even the all-too-personal...The fourth is not so objec-
tive as the fifth. For this it is too astringent and too held. The
fourth, so to speak, always has itsmuscles tensed; it is aware
of itself. Yet it is not aware of its inwardness as the third is,
which has quite lost the outer world and rocks itself in an
inner soul-space.With the transition fromtheconsciousness
of fifths to that of the third, it speaks for itself that the story of
humanity, as well as the individual path of the self-develop-
inghumanbeing,has topass through the realmof the fourth.
Consequently, thereare specific important stepsbetween the
so-to-speak “pure” music of the fifth of the pentatonic and
themusic of the third of themajor/minor system.

teenagers and not get beyond major
and minor. History, however, did get
beyond romanticism;music especial-
ly sinceWorldWar II evenbecame“old
as the hills” (serial music) [because
cerebral? Tr.note.] and only in the ’70s
began to enter a rejuvenating process
(W. Rihm, A. Pärt, P. Glass, and oth-
ers). It is conceivable that between the
mass-movement of wanting to
remain young and e-music today, the
connection has been snapped.
How did things proceed in relation

to the growing number of notes?
At the beginning of the C20th, Josef

Matthias Hauer (1919 with “Nomos”,
op. 19) and after him Arnold Schön-
berg (1921 with “Praeludium” from
the Suite, op. 25) came to twelve-
note/tone music (dodecaphony),
wanting to disconnect the seven-note
arrangement from the twelve notes.
An endpoint seemed to have been
reached, for the tonal system seemed
limited to twelve notes. But things did
proceed further. During the course of the C20th composers
increasingly took up the intervals smaller than the semitone
(microtones) and which hitherto could be found in lands
beyond Europe, or in such that had retained a certain native
originality (e.g., Moravian and Hungarian folk-music, Alp-
horn music in the Alps). In his “Sketch for a new Esthetic”
(1907) Busoni called for a third-tone and a sixth-tonemusic.
“The third-tonealready for awhilehasbeenknockingon the
door, andwe stillmiss its request...”25 Already in1907R. Stein
wrote quarter-tone music (“Two Concert Pieces” for cello
and piano, op. 26). In 1912 Nikolaj Kulbin wrote an article
introducing quarter-tones, published in the almanac “Der
blaue Reiter—The Blue Rider”. Ivan Wyschnegradsky was
able to hear beyond the quarter-tone and sixth-tone to
twelfth-tones, to the boundaries of possible human percep-
tion.26 The great pioneer of quarter-tone and sixth-tone
music was undoubtedly Alois Hába. Following him come
Karel Hába, Rudolf Kubin, Karel Reiner andMiroslav Ponc.27

Since the ’80s of last centurymicrotones have becomequite
“the fashion”. Famous composers, who at this time used
these tiny intervals, include J. Cage, L. Nono, G. Ligeti, K.
Penderecki and K.H. Stockhausen.
In a completely different manner from these composers

are the works of Heiner Ruland28 and other anthroposophi-
cally-orientated composers29 who remain with the seven-
note scale, which they modify with quarter-tones. In this
way they reach back to scales from ancient Greece, which,
after their discoverer, are called the “Schlesinger-scales”.
Theirmotive isnot to addnotesbut to exploreother arrange-
ments of seven notes. That is, in regard to the number of
notes, these composers remain within the stage of seven
notes.
With the reduction of the interval between notes up to

quarter-tones, a boundary is reached. Any further addition
of notes carries the danger of leading into [the category of]
noise. The concept of number of notes reaches its end.
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Time Number of notes Age of the human being 

20th century Attempts with 12 notes and microtones 

Modern times 

(from AD 1413) 

7 notes (major) at the latest from the Barock age 
with its climax in classicism; and 9 notes (minor) 
from Classicism with its climax in Romanticism. 

The polarity of major and minor develops. This 
polarity is shown most strongly in the third.

From the 9th year (major); 
from the 12th year (minor) 

Middle Ages 7 notes 
The ecclesiastical modes. 

The turning-point 
of time 

The number of notes remains the same, but the 
direction of experience changes. Between AD 33 
and 300 a descending becomes an ascending 
experience. 

7 years old 

Beginning of 
thinking 
[philosophy] –  

Greece 
(from 700 BC)

7 notes 

Here the semitone appears convincingly. 

Main cultures – 
Egypt, 
Mesopotamia, 
China 

(from 3300 BC)

5 notes 
Sequentially arranged fifths, the upper notes 
displaced an octave lower, form a pentatonic scale 
within the range of an octave. 

Infants 

Prehistoric Increase of the number of notes from 1 – 4
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The fourth as midwife of polyphony
The role of the fourth linking fifth and third can also be

seen expressed in musical development. All music was
homophonicuntil theC9th.Whatonly existedwerebourdon
accompaniments and instrumental voices decorating the
song-line. Consequently, all music of the age of the fifth was
homophonic!We can hardly imaginemusic of the age of the
third as other than of several voices. Even with a [single-
voicemovement] fromaBach Suite [e.g., for violin, or cello],
harmony is suggested and consequently polyphony. When
we look at the birth of polyphony in the Middle Ages, the
fourth takes on a decisive role. The first form indicative of
polyphony was doubling at the fifth – what is called fifth
organum. The fifth is sufficient unto itself; it never urges for
a differentiated polyphony. Only when one of the two voic-
es is doubled at the octave, thus linking a complementary
interval of a fourth, does this demand a differentiated
polyphony – because of its astringent character the fourth is
not suitable for a starting and finishing.The voicesno longer
simply run parallel; they began (for the sake of example) in
unison, one voice remained until the upper voice formed
with it a fourth, thenmoved on to form a fifth, till the voices
found themselves once again in unison. Thus the “proud”
fourthbecame themidwifeofpolyphonyandpreparerof the
inwardness of [the age of] the third.
Themusic of theGreeks andof theMiddleAgesheld in the

mood of the fourth had seven notes! It differed from the lat-
ermusic of the third, especially since the two semitones did
not lie exactly beneath the octave degree; consequently this
goal was not so much “illumined”. Thereby the experience
still remained fifth-like and spherical, andwasnot aligned so
strongly to the goal as was the later major experience. The
experience of the octavewas largelymissing, so that inmov-
ing through the sequence of notes within one octave, the
eighth note was not experienced as octave of the first note.
The scale was open, so to speak, not closed in lasting and
surveyable circles.
When looking at these things, it is however somewhat

more complicated if one reallywants tomeet the children in
an educational context. It will not do simply to follow a rule
of thumb, “Pentatonic till Class/Grade 3, then major and
minor, and at 12 years old experience of the octave”.Wehave
inwardly to live into children in order not to follow external
dogmas but to meet the development of children with the
right impulses. Especially the transition from experience of
the fifth to experience of the third demands much more
research.
With the educational accompaniment of children, we

oughtnever to forget that children exchange stepby step the
world out of which they come for the world into which they
are living. The spiritual world out of which children come is
indeed, for instance, not poorer or of less value than the
world of adults. As adults we are to help them to find their
orientation in our world. Yet we can learn much from the
children about the world that we have lost long ago but
which we are to find again in a newmanner.
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I A O Metamorphoses and Rudolf
Steiner’s Foundation-Stone Verse

Werner Barfod, CH-Dornach

I. Experiences in fashioning the sequence of
metamorphoses of I A O
1. The primal exercise on the gestalt: I A O
The“I/ego” comesas thoughbreathed towards thehuman

upright gestalt. In the I (“ee”) in front of the gestalt between
the front part of the foot, the sternum and the forehead, I
find my hold/anchor and orientation through the whole
course of the exercise. In the leaning backwards in the expe-
rience of the A (“ah”), the hold lies in the I (“ee’’) which goes
backwardswith the gestalt; the place towhich I relate for the
A (“ah”) lies in the backspace, the origin of being. In the
leaning forwards, the hold also lies in the I (“ee”), the point
of the head lies before the point in the foot; the experience
ofO (“oh”) arises in the front-space throughholding the axis
of the I (“ee”) throughout; the soul-space of theworld opens
to be experienced. In this exercise, the soul and the“I” come
from outside, breathing through the gestalt.

2. I A O with jump:
The soul now lays hold of the upright gestalt: the I (“ee”)

lives in the gestalt becoming upright, in the lifting of the
head, in the awakening perceiving. In the A-jump, the will
lays hold of the legs, the gestalt is lifted in an open standing,
above a being-bound to the earth. Thirdly, with the arms in
the middle the O-gesture connects the feeling soul with the
surroundings. The human being experiences his/her
upright gestalt as the instrument for the active triad of soul-
forces.

3. I A O in expressing the soul-world:
Out of the feeling source of movement, the I (“ee”) con-

nects upwards joyfully and lightlywith the light, [andbelow]
to the earth tired and sad.TheAopensupperceivingly in the
middle zone, and in the soul perceptions are connected to
the understanding. The O lays hold below, to the world in
front, creatively active in the will. Here movement in space
comes about, in a straight line in thinking, rounded in the
will; in the feelings both qualities weave together. The soul
enters into relationship with the surrounding world.

4. I A O in differentiating time:
With the threefold soul-expression to the world, time too

is qualitatively expressed. With the I in the right-left, com-

ber of strings on the lyre! With the assumption that the
number of strings and the number of notes correspond,
means that, in Greek terminology, “string” and
“note/tone” were synonymous.

17. I explain the popularity of “Chopsticks”, amongst other
things (easily playable, reflecting sequences, etc.), as
steming from the reversion of this process. The ditty
begins pentatonically, standing in the self-enclosed
world out of which children come. Then, with the inter-
val of tension b – f‘ there follows, so to speak, a peeping
“over the garden wall into the adult world”.With this tri-
tone and the double semitone-tension formed with the
notes a# and f#’ that stand at the end of the “adventure”,
one stands – if only temporally and thereby perhaps all
the more full of charm – in the world of the “grown ups”
characterised by the functional or formal. With “Chop-
sticks” children can practice experiencing the transition
from five notes to seven. This insight into the value of
such experience can help the teacher to overcome a uni-
versal allergy against “Chopsticks”.

18. See J. Handschin, Der Toncharakter, Basel 1948.
19. Richard Wagner. Tagebuchblätter und Briefe an M.

Wesendonck. 1853-1871, Berlin, no date.
20. Plato. The Republic. Book 3.
21. This can be brought home to us with the children’s song

“Alle meine Entchen—All my ducks”. For us [adults] the
melodybeginswith a strong ascending impulse, in order
then to sway between the fifth and sixth degrees and
finally to return to the beginning. The sinking back
appears slower than the ascent. We are, so to speak, in
ourselves with the beginning and ending note [the
prime]. With the intervening notes we go out of our-
selves. However, for a feeling geared from above down-
wards, it appears differently. Here the beginning is not
thedeepnote [prime], but the realmof the fifth and sixth
degrees. The melody, that is, does not proceed from the
beginning point. It starts in the distance in order to
approach the fifth degree,whichmarks the actual stand-
point. A child experiencing in this way would, as it were,
gather to itself the ducks seen in the distance, then rock
them between the fifth and sixth degrees, finally allow
them to return, whereby the gathering-to-oneself at the
outset goes quicker than allowing the return to take
place. This is a completely different gesture of experi-
ence!

22. D. de la Motte regards this radically. “The division made
by [continental] music theory of the minor into three
kinds of scales is nonsense. But since they are generally
taught, one should know about them without making
use of them…There never was, for example, a composi-
tion in harmonic minor. Minor does not exist as a scale,
but as a fund of nine notes (major: seven notes) that is
available for every composition in the minor.” [Cf. R.
Steiner, pickingup fromGoethe, takesminor as thepolar
opposite ofmajor.The reflected scale, including the flat-
tened second degree, appears a few times in the Note-
book to GA 278. That is, the reflected scale of Cmajor, or
more accurately the basic scale, is, descendingC, Bb, Ab,
G, F, Eb, Db, C. Tr. note.]

23. ChristianMorgenstern. Gedichte. München 1959. P. 24.
24. R. Steiner. The Inner Nature of Music... GA 283. Spring

Valley 1983. P. 58.
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pletelyon the level ofmy feeling sourceofmovement, I expe-
rience myself feeling in the present moment. With the A
touching down to the earth with bended knees, I connect
myself to the past, raising up recollection.With the O, I turn
viamygestalt to theheights,meeting the future.Through the
relationship of the soul to the world, time is differentiated
with the members of the soul. An inner soul-process takes
place.

5. The human being in the course of history with I A O:
From his feeling of the Divine as the One and the Creator,

the humanbeing experiences J ehOvAas the Inexpressible.
His human “I” is a drop in the ocean, I – connected as crea-
turewith his Creator, O – astonished in a prayerful devotion,
A: third cultural epoch.Then theeventof humankindenters:
“I am the Alpha and the Omega, thus speaks the Lord our
God, he that is andwas and is to come, the Almighty: A I O”:
fourth cultural epoch of humankind.
Next, thehumanbeingonhis owngroundenters the stage

of the consciousness-soul. The individual human being is
responsible for himself and the world: I A O. The I A O
becomesmeditation,which connects thehumanbeingwith
his higher being.

6. I A O connected to the soul of the world
Thehumanbeing connectshis soul-forcesof the IAOwith

the powers of the World-Soul: “Es denkt – it thinks” – the
World-Thinking; “Sie fühlt – it feels” – the (she)World-Soul;
“Er will – it (he) wills” – the World-Will. The sounds I A O,
connected to the human soul, change their zones in objec-
tive formand experience the soul-forces as formed from the
periphery.
TheWorld-Soul feels: I in themiddle, receiving thewidths

at one with itself, in harmony with itself.
TheWorld-Thinking thinks: Aupwards receiving theTruth

in harmony with itself.
TheWorld-Willwills:Odownwards, receivingGoodness in

harmony with itself.

7. I A O as expression of the Trinity and the Hierarchies
The human being as the being of the word connects itself

with the cosmic creative powers. The feelings sound
betweenmiddle and periphery in harmonywith the gods in
the I in the middle and the widths, in the middle zone. The
will of the limbs connectswith thedivine-creativeWillwork-
ing out of the periphery in the A, receiving in the lower zone.
Thinking works from the periphery from above into human
beings as thepowerof light of theSpirit in theO, in theupper
zone.
With the seventh step of I A O-metamorphoses the circle

is closed. Beginning with the breathing of the soul and spir-
it towards the human gestalt, and ending with the I A O out
of thehumansoul sounding togetherwith thegods (see also:
Werner Barfod. I A O and the Eurythmy Meditations. Mer-
cury Press. SpringValley, NewYork 2001).

II The harmony of the seven I A O metamor-
phoses with the structure of the Foundation-
Stone Verse by Rudolf Steiner
The first verse beginning each timewith an address to the

human soul, consists each time of twelve lines structured in
three parts.The structure of the three verses is the same, fol-

lowing qualitatively the stages 1–6 of the I A O-metamor-
phoses.
The second verse as cosmic part consists each time seven

lines. In structure, the cosmic part in all the verses is the
same, corresponding to the seventh I A O-metamorphosis.
During its course it speaks out of the furthest periphery of
the divine activity through the Trinity and the Hierarchies,
through theRosicrucian verse to the elemental spirits, at the
end calling on the human being.
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1st stage: With the call:  “Menschenseele! – Soul of Man!” the seed of the primal-
I A O is addressed. The human “I” experiences itself as approaching 
out of the periphery towards the bodily gestalt, laying hold of the three 
soul-forces. 

2nd stage 

 

“Thou livest in the limbs, 
which bear thee through 
the realm of space, into 
the ocean of the spirit;” 

A becomes O below 

“Thou livest in the 
beat of heart and 
lung, which leads 
thee through the 
rhythm of time, into 
the feeling of your 
own soul-being: 
I becomes I in the 
middle 

“Thou livest in the 
resting head, which 
from the depths of 
eternity reveals to thee 
world-thoughts:” 

O becomes A below 

3rd stage 

The soul differentiating itself into its members: the will – the feelings – 
thinking, appears in the 2nd I A O-stage through the bodily gestalt and 
is connected to the world-periphery in the 3rd I A O-stage. 

4th stage “Practise spirit-
remembrance in depths 
of soul” 

A – below 

“Practise spirit-
mindfulness in the 
balance of the soul” 

I – middle 

“Practise spirit-
beholding in stillness 
of thought 
O – above 

With the call to “practise” the 4th stage the I A O-metamorphosis takes 
effect, which now qualitatively inwardly calls on the sources of time of 
the soul-forces: 1. in the Rückschau-exercise, 2. meditation, 3. the 
stages of higher knowledge. This is clearly expressed in the text. 

5th stage In the further course, the human “I” is woven with the Father-God, the 
Son-God, and the Spirit-God: 

“Where in the wielding 
World-Creator-Being 
thine own ‘I’ comes 
into being within the 
‘I’ of God;” 
A – below 

Where the surging 
World-Creator-Deeds 
unite thine own ‘I’ with 
the ‘I’ of the world;” 

I – middle 

“Where the god’s 
eternal aims bestow 
World-Being’s-Light 
on thine own ‘I’ for 
free will;” 
O – above 

What is characterised in the sequence of time through the cultural 
epochs, is reflected in the JehOvA of the 3rd cultural epoch of 
humankind, connected with the quality of the Father-God; in the 4th 
cultural epoch in “I am the beginning and the end”: ! I ".
In our present time, the 5th post-Atlantean cultural epoch, we arrive 
with the Spirit-God to the I A O of the influence of the Trinity in the 
present time. 

6th stage With the final two lines of each first part, the soul and “I” are connected 
with that which holds sway purely objectively in the periphery through 
the objective “Es– it”: the World-Will, the World-Feeling, and the 
World-Thought are woven with the human soul: 

“And thou will truly live 
Within the cosmic being of man.”      O below, in receiving goodness 

 “And thou will truly feel 
In human soul-creating.”       I in the middle, in balance 

 “And thou will truly think 
In human spirit-depths.”  A upwards, receiving the periphery 

 
In each I A O-stage, the stage of being of I A O is metamorphosed, the 
soul and “I/ego” are allowed to incarnate step by step till the 3rd stage. 
In the 4th stage an inner threshold is crossed, which, as in expanding 
concentric spheres, then lays hold of the periphery ever more strongly. 
Each stage demands a new level of being-laid-hold-of by the will, 
which among other things is expressed in ever-new zones and 
relationships of the vowels of the human soul to the periphery. 

7th stage In the second part of each cosmic verse, we arrive once again at the 7th 
stage of the I A O-meditation differentiated in itself between the Trinity 
and the Hierarchies. 

“For the Father-Spirit in the Heights holds sway           A #



becomes counter movement in the series of sounds and
zones carried out in eurythmy between the middle figure
and the five in the periphery.
The exit allows once again I A O to appear as a whole in

the group. First, I andA in theperiphery, after themiddle fig-
ure has stepped forwards, mastering everything in the I.
Finally, the eurythmist in front concludes the whole event
with a full circle with I A O.

III I A O and the primal-Christmas inmemory of the
event of Golgotha
The fourth part of the Foundation Stone is, as the primal

Christmas, the recollection of the event of Golgotha.
There are two clear parts.The first verse takes up the event

at the turningpoint of time; the secondverseplungesdirect-
ly into the present and becomes a prayer. The first verse is
fashioned in descriptive meditative speech-form, moves
from the past form into the present verbal form.The second
verse in the present tense is in the subjunctive mood;
through the request it becomes a prayer.
Rudolf Steiner fashioned the fourth part completely dif-

ferently, also with six eurythmists, who appear three from
the left and three from the right, standing as a prelude car-
rying out the initials C R of Christian Rosenkreuz in euryth-
my with the respective zodiacal gestures and then carrying
out the text in eurythmy. First the three in the back carry out
in eurythmy the historical fact, then the three in frontmove
–Shepherds andKings – andalso the secondverse,while the
three behind stand doing eurythmy.
7th stage: I A O emerges without a break as accompani-

ment to the text.The fivefold light,Divine-Light, is portrayed
in its working. It is combined with the soul-and-ego-like
trinity I A O.
All in standing together accompanywith I AO in different

zones.
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IAOruns through thewholeFoundationStone in eurythmy:
In the entrances, I A O appears through the individuals

one after the other, forming a whole.
In the prelude themiddle figuremoves in counter-move-

ment to the five moving in the periphery I A O.
The first part is fundamentally carriedout in eurythmy in

the lower zone, the secondpart in themiddle zone, the third
in the upper zone.
In thepostlude I AObecomesAMI.As in theprelude, this

In depths of the world creating Being:”

“For the Christ-Will holds sway in the encircling round I $
In the rhythms of the world blessing souls:”

“For the Spirit’s World-Thoughts hold sway O %

In the world-being craving light:”
The Father-God works in the heights as Being, yet makes His creative 
power apparent in the depths; the A begins in the upper zone and is led 
powerfully downwards.

The Christ-Will is at work in the periphery; the I in the middle zone 
freely breathing between the periphery and centre, allows the Christ-
Power to appear selflessly and rhythmically in human beings.
The Spirit-God holds sway in the World-Thinking full of light, 
appearing in the upper zone in the O, breathing light.
“Spirits of Strength,
Let there ring out from the heights, A #
What in the depths is echoed.”

“Spirits of Light,
Let there be fired from the East, I $
What in the West is formed.”

“Spirits of Soul,
Let there be asked from the depths”, O %

What in the heights is answered.”

The First Hierarchy, the Spirits of Strength, are the active revealers of 
the Father-God, with A above they lay hold of the substance of Being 
and fashion it, allowing this to appear in the depths as the echo in the A. 
It is the same gesture from the periphery above downwards into the 
depths; essential Being can appear in the creation, the world of finished 
work.
The Second Hierarchy, the Spirits of Light, lay hold and work firing 
from the East, manifesting and forming in the West the powers of 
Christ. In the selfless I, open for the periphery, it streams through the 
middle once again into the periphery in the middle zone.
The third Hierarchy, the Spirits of Soul, create up from the depths the 
light that can be active in the heights. In the O open to the periphery 
there streams with the request the light of thoughts that can appear 
actively in the upper zone.
This part always closes with the Rosicrucian Verse:

speaking:
Out of the Godhead mankind comes to being. A below

In Christ death becomes life I in the periphery
In the Spirit’s world-thoughts the soul awakens. O above

The Father-God is expressed eurythmically below in the open A as the 
creative power.

The Son-God is expressed eurythmically in the middle in the I as 
conqueror of death.

The Spirit-God is expressed eurythmically above in the O as awakened 
force of soul.

There follows the words to the elemental spirits in all four directions of 
the compass:

The elemental beings hear it in East, West, North, South,
and the call to the people:

May human beings hear it!

1st verse 
I – III
movement 
 

IV – VI 
movement 

 

2nd verse 

I At the turning point of time 
A The Spirit-Light of the world entered 

O Into the stream of earthly being; 
I Darkness of night 

 Had held its sway; 
A Day radiant light 

O Shone within human souls; 
_________ 

I Light, 
A That warms 

 The simple Shepherds’ hearts; 
 Light, 

O That enlightens 
 The wise heads of Kings. 

I O Light Divine, 
 O Sun of Christ 

A Warm thou 
 Our hearts; 

O Enlighten thou 
 Our heads; 

_________ 
I That good may become, 

 What we 
A From our hearts would found, 

O What we 
 From our heads 

 Direct with single purpose. 



The text of the“turning-point of time” arrangedwithA IO:
1st verse five-rays – 2nd verse middle motive – pentagon.

The awakening in the “I”, a taking-hold of the point of rest
and theperiphery at the same time, is demanded in the turn-
ing-point of time. In the first verse A – linked to recollection
and yet through the zones, corresponding to the motives.
The middle motive completely in the present small and
quick, laid hold out of the I (“ee”). Then the 5th motive in the
pentagon out of themood of praying.
The fivefold light in an explanatory arrangement

[5. Nathan-being]
from: Zeylmans van Emmichoven.

The Foundation-Stone

R. Steiner’s intimate recognition of Christ is here oncemore
made accessible in a fivefold light. Here, through R. Steiner,
the Rosicrucian path from within outwards with a further
internalisingpenetrates the otherway fromoutside inwards
and again outwards.

The Eurythmical Discussion between
the Stage and the Auditorium

Rosemaria Bock,DE-Stuttgart

Introduction
For whom is the art of eurythmy created – for the practi-

tioners: the performers, or the audience?The easy answer is
“For everybody, of course!” Everyone in their own way is to

discover eurythmy in themselves. Is this only anice thought,
or canwe finddifferent aspects to followup?Putmore exact-
ly, did Rudolf Steiner develop the basic elements and the
“standard forms” [= Steiner’s choreographic creations] for
the eurythmists on the stage or for the audience?What lives
between the two groups? Once again, the quick answer is –
there are (i) exercises, fromwhich to learn, and (ii) creations
for performing. A closer inspection opens up ever-new
aspects that are discussed in what follows.
There are many stage-groups who perform eurythmy –

professional stage-groups, students, amateurs andgroupsof
children – they will all be called “performers” here. People
practice for a long period, study, and train until the question
arises:Whatmakes theperformers of eurythmyable to show
something artistic, somethingnewandobjective?Howdoes
eurythmy school people so that what is shown is not only
“interesting”, but gives substance, nourishment to the audi-
ence, because the performer “only” wants to convey some-
thingwhich speaks“through”him/her? Inorder to approach
this question, we need as a basis to concern ourselves with
the human gestalt that offers itself as an instrument; and
there has to be a dialoguewith the space. Consequently this
article will contain a lengthy introduction.

A preparation
Ahundred years ago eurythmy inunborn existence began

tomake its approach, pressing towards its birth. At that time
it was still called dance. In October 1909 Rudolf Steiner
described it as the experience of an “astral Imagination”, of
an “Imaginative insight”. In the lecture “The Being of the
Arts”, we hear how the art of the dance stems from higher
spheres, out of the creation of the Spirits ofMovement, read
out of the heavenly dances of the planets. On earth it should
alsobecomea spiritual dancing. If the art of thedancewould
turn towardsotherhigher spirits, thenonlyonedancewould
bepossible as it hashithertobeencarriedout, theonewhich
“stems fromwild passions”.
Today, 100 years on, this new art is termed what is called

“our eurythmy”;2many questions andmuch research follow
the direction which would get to know and integrate the
dance in all its previous forms and those of today, and even
want to mix it with eurythmy. It has become an important
question for the eurythmy scene: How is eurythmy con-
nected to the dance, and what can we learn form it?
After somany years, should we not ask,What is the differ-

ence between eurythmy and the dance? Why did Rudolf
Steiner so sharply separate the still unborn eurythmy from
the dance of his day? And why did he speak so repeatedly
before eurythmyperformances, that thedance is something
quite different, something different fromwhat the audience
was presently to see?

The link to Goethe
In order to express the special concernof eurythmy, Stein-

er turns to Goethe – one should perhaps have to say the
inner path of Goetheanism. But – as he does in all realms of
the life-work of Goethe – he leads his insights towards a new
dimension. Goethe writes, “Those to whom Nature reveals
her open secrets, they will feel the deepest longing for her
worthiest interpreter – art”. Rudolf Steiner, re-expressing it
and with it justifying eurythmy, says, “Those to whom the
[archetypal] human being itself, in his form andmovement
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Five-rays
linear

recollection

5 motif
1st 
verse

At the turning 
point of time….
the wise heads of 
Kings
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begins to reveal his secrets, will feel the deepest longing to
reveal andmake visible to the eye thatwhich lies inwardly of
the possibilities ofmovement, of eurythmical possibilities”.3

Simply expressed, the open secret of nature is art. The
revealed secret of the gestalt is eurythmy.
In the first instance, do we not have to look at the human

gestalt? It is the form-giving power, an organism of power
that holds together bodily matter into the physical form.
Following the changed Goethe-quotation, this time cited

from a different context, Steiner adds the following, “this
[the gestalt] does not use an outer tool but uses the human
being itself as its most noble tool”.4

How does the gestalt become a tool?
Seen purely outwardly, the still gestalt appears symmetri-

cal. A dominanceof one side or the other of the arms, hands,
feet and eyes only becomes apparent in movement. From
the dominance where one side is stronger, more active, we
can proceed further into the realm of the soul. Here we find
many true pictures (Wahrbilder) and idioms that quite nat-
urally express the innerdifferencesof the sidesof the gestalt.
The left side is not only the one onwhich the heart is situ-

ated but it is called the “heart side”, the seat of warmth of
heart. The left side contains and protects. Infants are most-
ly carriedon the left side, as is alsodepicted inmanypictures
of the Madonna. The right is more decisive and connected
to the world. The right side protects the left when the two
arms come together. Here it seems quite natural that the
right hand lies over the left, so to speak forming the outer
protection over the left hand lying nearer to the heart.4

When in balance the human being feels he is resting in
himself; he should be aware that he always has to bring this
conditionout of himself. “Andwhatweare ashumanbeings,
weare through the fact that at everymomentwehave topro-
duce balance ourselves between above and below, before
and behind, left and right”, as Steiner puts it in answering
questions.There is however not only rest in balance; there is
also no inner progress without asymmetry, which always
wants to be taken hold of by new ways of expression.
Steiner is speaking here on the meaning of asymmetry,

which he expresses in his wooden sculpture. A living seeing,
whichwants to rise to Imagination“comes about so to speak
by continuously arranging things asymmetrically. Conse-
quently, it was necessary to show themiddle figure, theRep-
resentative ofMan, strongly asymmetrically, how he rises to
the spirit.”5

In Goethe’s “Fairytale”, the brazen King says to the awak-
ened Youth, “The sword in the left, the right hand free”.
Receiving and giving are seen in the gestures of the figure of
Christ painted by Leonardo in his “Last Supper”.
When our arms and hands meet – it may be an everyday

gesture, folding your arms, holding something, etc. – in a
turning inwards, foldingyourhandsor rubbing themtogeth-
er palm to palm, etc., or in eurythmical gestures as the Gem-
ini-gesture, theminorchord, gestureofdevotion, the speech-
sound E (“a”), and others, then one seeks a self-strengthen-
ing, concentration, a closingoneself off.Mostly the right side
leads, giving outer form. But in the mutual play of the two
sides, the aim is always a balance in themiddle.
We can also become clear howour“I”-imagination, an“I”-

centringcomeabout throughaharmonisingofour twosides.
This is expressed through the gesture that we “can attack the

left side with the right”.6 By using the word “angreifen –
attack”, Steiner emphasises thatwearedealingwithaprocess
of becoming conscious, in which the “I” can feel itself. In an
esoteric lesson, Steiner describes the speech-sound E (“a”)
together with other vowels and their gestures: “Crossing = E
– right handover the left, aswell as the right foot over the left,
as the nerve of sight cross in the head.”7 But these gestures
should not be carried out; they are to arise out of inner activ-
ity. The vowel-gestures were given to Lory Smits only half a
year before; now there follows the meditative internalising
where,withoutphysicalmovement, theether-body is ledout
of a conscious power to carry out speech-gestures. We expe-
rience quite differently the spreading out of arms andhands.
In contrast to seeking inner balance in the gesture of the “I”-
imagination, we seek outer balance in the widths of the ges-
ture.The outspread arms in themiddle region lead toworld-
geometry, expressing in small the great world-cross. In this
position, how are we able to feel the outwardly invisible but
inwardly experienced differences of the sides?

Geography and gymnastics of the soul and spirit
In the geography of the earth, we orientate ourselves

according to the cross east – west – north – south. Although
it is a cross thought out by man, it becomes concrete in our
daily useof language –on the compass card, or alsowhenwe
speak of the West Wind, of the lands of the East, the North
Sea, theWildWest, or of the Southerners.We live as though
we carried an actual map of the world in ourselves.
How does the human being stand with his own gestalt-

geography to this world-cross?We inMiddle Europe feel the
North and South in ourselves as on the map of the earth –
north above, south below.
We also colloquially call going north “up” [“up to Edin-

burgh; down to London”].Thismay seem to arise from read-
ing the map, but it is based in human beings through our
uprightness. Here the “cool” head is above; it needs calm-
ness andoverview.Thewarmthof the South is present in the
human system of digestion and the limbs. And how is he
related to the east and the west?When we look towards the
north with outstretched arms, then the right arm points
towards the east and the left towards the west, that is, the
opposite of the inner orientation.
We feel our left side as bright and light. This in us is the

East, in thedirection inwhich the sun rises, referred to in the
expression “Ex Oriente lux – Light from the East”.
In order that the right armpoints towards the sunset, feels

at one with the Western cultures which penetrate earthly
conditions, one has consequently to turn around bringing
the arms into the counter-direction.
In 1906, Steiner called this innermoving activity“gymnas-

tics of the soul and sprit”, “in order to bring thinking into a
disciplined course”.8 Even if in the accounts on the gestalt
and world geometry are only concerned with a relatively
simple andpartial area, Steiner’s imaginativewords cannev-
ertheless point further:
Thosepeople,whoonapathof energetic, logical thinking,

want to approach further studies (of anthroposophical con-
tent) would do well to submit their spirit to a soul and spirit
gymnastics, which these books (the basic books “Truth and
Science” and “The Philosophy of Freedom”) demand. This
gives them the basis upon which Rosicrucian activity is
built....
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Thirteen years later eurythmywas introduced into educa-
tion. Steiner called it “ensouled and spirit-filled gymnas-
tics.”9 For eurythmy in education, this means not simply
“ensouled and sprit-filled movement”, although of course,
even in the first place, it is this too. “Turnen – gymnastics” in
this connection is more a turning, a turning round, a rhyth-
mical activity (Turnus – regular cycle), an orienteering in the
world (Tour – tour, trip).
In order to realise the imagination of a turning orientation,

let us proceed from a geographical point – from the
Goetheanum. Looking down on the building, like a bird or
parachute jumper, we can ascribe the head to the north side,
the legs to the south entrance, the left arm to the West
Entrance and the right to the Carpenter’s workshop. The
extendedarmsdonotcompletelycorrelatewith thebuilding’s
ground-plan, neither with the directions of space. So that the
human left, the brighter side faces the East, to the stage, and
theactive, the right side to theentrancearea towards theWest
where thepeople stream inandout, up anddown,wehave to
turn ourselves in the air on to our back.We no longer see the
building, only feel it livingly present in our backs.
So it is, too, with the great direction in the world. The

human being has to turn around. Every glance at a map
demands the same.We can’t indeed read it with our backs,
mainly ignoring our own cross. In the Goetheanum, we
could lie on the ground in the Auditorium, looking at the
ceiling, extending thearms in theEast-West direction inhar-
mony with the building. But then we realise that we cannot
work like this in it. And, we can’t do it in this way to see what
is happening on stage. A further turning, a real gymnastics,
is necessary. We get up, come into the Auditorium as audi-
ence from thewest, turning our attention towards the stage,
on which the event of movement takes place. The perform-
ers out of the east bring something to the audience in the
west. The outer harmonising of the human being with the
directions of space from east – west – north – south demand
a continuous gymnastics of the soul and spirit. And what
does the space do with the human being? In the turned
direction of one’s gaze, one is taken up into symmetry
already with the entrance above in the west. In both
Goetheanumbuildings a strong north–south geometry pre-
vails with themiddle axis west–east. It runs from the sunrise
to the sunset, from the spring to the autumn equinox, so to
speak, turning towards the one who enters. He/she then is
led through this axis to an experience of themiddle, and can
feel surroundedbya space addressingbalance and the inner
space in the human being.
An ancient building principle is expressed here. In order

that the human being can go from west to east on the mid-
dle axis into the temple, the church, into the sanctuary, the
entrance is in thewest, opposite to themost inner place, the
altar. Thus a specific path is always planned; a path is to be
trod. This does not follow the axis of the earth; the human
beinghas already conquered it throughhis uprightness.The
pathoutof theworld to receive somethinghigher follows the
circumference of the earth towards the sun.
When did humanity begin to build in this direction?Most

buildings of the Megalithic culture, and later pre-Christian
buildings, are directed towards the summer and winter sol-
stice, that is, towards the earth’s axis. New Grange is a well-
known example. There the human being was to direct him-
self in accordance with the heavenly constellations and at

the same time feel his upright stance, emphasising his “I”.
Some temples, however, are to be found in the east-west
direction, for example, the Temple of the Sun in Peru, the
Temple of Solomon; the latter, however, has its entrance in
the east and the Holy of Holies in the west).
With Christian churches, cathedrals and chapels, the

architectural positioning on the west-east axis became the
normal principle of building. (How thehumangestalt is pic-
tured in variousways in theplan, seeR.Bock, Studie I). From
the turning-point of timeonwards, theoutspreadarms is the
important thing for sacred buildings. The north-south axis
through the human uprightness now needs less emphasis.
The human chest-formation can be understood out of the
starryworld of the zodiacal line, out of the cosmic periphery
surrounding the earth:
We relate the head to the pole of the cosmos, whereas in

the human chest-formation we find everything that hap-
pens in the repeating equatorial line, all that which in the
sun’s course during the year or the day happens in themost
varying manner… here we need all that which as it were
streams around the earth in the equatorial region.10

Cosmic sculpting has been at work on the human being,
as the sculptor forms his work of art out of the universe.
Eurythmists turnaround this process of creating.“Andwhen
the human being creates something with a cosmic charac-
ter, as is the case with eurythmy, then out of the human
being a kind of universe is born, at least at first in pictures.”
Two Poles complement each other – “in sculpture and in
eurythmy that is to be freshly created”.
“For the Christ will holds sway in the surrounding

world/periphery.”12 These words from the middle verse of
the “Foundation Stone” can be a help for aligning ourselves
eurythmically, to which we now turn.

The right-left of the human gestalt in association
with the spatial directions [of the compass] in
eurythmy
We should repeatedly ask the question, Why did Steiner

give so many exact indications for differentiated right- and
left-movements? In no other art of movement does this dif-
ferentiation play a role. Dancers and gymnasts can freely
moveoutof their own intentionsbetween right and left.Why
on the other hand are there laws in eurythmy, which one
should study and adhere to, even if it goes against the feel-
ing of left-handed people?We can probably assume that in
these indications Steiner has inmind the significance of the
points of the compass].What is to be seen on the left would
consequently have to do with sunrise, brightness, lightness
and in generalwith Lucifer.What happens on the right bears
themark of density, darkness, sunset and also Ahriman.
Yet, for whom? For the performers or the audience? The

words and forms of the “Foundation Stone” can teach us a
great deal.When the elemental beings in the four directions
of space listen, the performers turn with “East” towards the
right, with“West” to the left, with“North” forwards andwith
“South”belowbackwards.Through these indications, strict-
ly carried out in the productions, the audience takes up the
directions in such away that their gestalt and constitution is
fashioned. It is, then, the performers who have to turn
inwardly and outwardly for the audience. They give some-
thing of the feeling for their own body, offering themselves
into the performance. It could be expressed like this: The
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as something held, even if they appear ever so briefly. Like a
personal reinforcement, an affirmation of the presented
content, these gestures show the conscious presence of the
performer in what he/she is performing. One becomes
attentive. If these moments of forming – which at the same
time are interruptions but also transitions of the flow of
movement – are omitted, then the audience fall into a light
dreaming. Children feel this as boredom and they say so.
Where dowe still find eurythmical elements emphasising

the sides? Of the seven planetary gestures four are asym-
metrical. The gesture for the Sun is nevertheless compre-
hensive, embracing all the directions out of the middle –
even if the direction behind and down is not easily
expressed. Venus and Mercury emphasise one-sidedly left
and right respectively; the gesture for Venus contains a bal-
ance in the resting and receiving arm.The gesture for Jupiter
is still on the leftwith themovedgestureon the right.Thekey
for these emphases is to be found in the realm of the soul,
which relates oncemore to the performer.
In summarising, we can say that they are forms drawnout

of the cosmos, out of the geometry of theheavens,which are
conceived in the first place andwhich then stream forth into
eurythmy. The forms of expression of speech are predomi-
nantly fashioned through the human being. However, there
is more that needs illuminating.

The human cross and the “embracing” [gesture]
Wo du auch wandelst im Raum, es knüpft dein Zenith

und Nadir
An den Himmel dich an, dich an die Achse derWelt.
Wie du auch handelst in dir, es berühre den Himmel der

Wille,
Durch die Achse derWelt gehe die Richtung der Tat!

(Friedrich Schiller)

[Wherever youwalk in theworld, your zenith andnadir con-
nects you to the sky and the axis of the world. However you
act out of yourself, the will touches the heavens, the direc-
tion of the deed goes through the axis of the world.]

Schiller finds wonderful words for the deed consciously
carried out and its relationship to the uprightness, which,
through the axis of the world, touches the sky and leads to
the earth. A completely innerpath ismentioned, for, Schiller
says, youwalk in theworld (Raum, “space”), and you act out
of yourself. In the “Foundation Stone”, words sounding from
the world of the Father-God are heard, “Let there ring out
from the heights what in the depths is echoed”.
Yet we ourselves have to keep this height and depth, this

upright, for it is taken from us when we are unconscious or
in death. We can call the upright the “freedom stance”. It is
the pre-requisite for the “movement of freedom” in stretch-
ingout thearms, theeast-westdirectionwhichembraces the
earth.
Steiner called this direction of the widths and breadths

“meine Umfassende – that which I embrace” in contrast to
the forwards-backwards direction “meine Wirkende – that
which I effect” and the above-down direction “meine
Aufrichtende – thatwhich Ibring into theupright”.Thedirec-
tions arise as“meine –mine” fromthecentreofman; theyare
to be found again in the world.13

Consequently, when we think of “meine Umfassende”, we
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performers strive to become transparent for something
higher in suchaway,withall their presenceof the“I”, that the
little self no longer plays a rôle.
“Blessing the soul” is eurythmy.The“world rhythms”hold

sway through the “Christ-will” in the encircling round”.
The “Twelve Moods” are constructed according to the

same blueprint: The audience sees the course of the sun
through the day and the year starting on the left rising at the
Easter point at the spring equinox, on the right descending
into the dark time of the year at the autumn equinox at
Michaelmas.Many eurythmists ask,Why did Rudolf Steiner
reverse the circle? He undoubtedly wished many people to
see this presentation, which is not onlymeant as a study for
eurythmists, but far rather tobe effective from the stage.The
audience are to experience in real terms a cosmic gift. The
“MacrocosmicDance”, the“Dance of the Planets”,moves on
the circle with the direction of the sun. Likewise, the formof
the eurythmical “Mercury seal”, “Behold yourself – behold
the world” and the forms of the periphery for “The Dream-
song of Olaf Åsteson” move in the direction of the course of
the sun. The “Cosmic Measure” takes the path from left to
right in the circles and in the great overallmovement, in that
it progresses from the cosmos towards the earth. The forms
for the IUAand for“We seek for one another”move it is true
the direction of the sun, but do not belong in this category
since they are group-forms based on a centre, purely exer-
cise forms which as it were exclude an audience.
The TI A O AIT measure is special; its form is not only

reflected on the middle axis, which emphasises the “I”, but
also the horizontal line. This mirroring includes the hori-
zontal line of eternity, thus completing the structure of the
cross.The fact that Steiner drew all the forms from the view-
point of the audience should gain more significance for us
form the above-described point of view.
The major mood sounds bright, is formed on the right,

that is, to the left side of the audience; so too the dominant
in cadences. On the right the audience receives the minor
and the subdominant.These areworld-directions streaming
into the performer, andhave to be digested by the audience.
The search for the soul and the raying in of the spirit in the

exercise “We seek for the soul…”, is carried out in the form
winding in from the right to the left. Consequently, it is right
for practising eurythmists – and really given only to them,
neither for the audience nor for children. This attitude is
strengthened so that all practitioners turn towards the cen-
tre of the circle. This supports the character of the inward
feeling in the centring that is expressed through the two in-
winding spirals.
Quite different from the cosmic forms is the right–left

emphasis with all the soul-gestures – the positions of the
head, armsand feet.Here theperformerpresentshis/her left
side, e.g., with “I feel myself” (head); question (arms); yes,
calming of the feelings, weakness (foot). Then: No, courage
(foot), communication (arms), amongst others emphasise
the right. All these are personal means of expression; if the
performer would have to turn them around for the sake of
the audience, he would have to deny the feeling for the ges-
ture. It is up to the audience to deal with these more per-
sonally tinged gestures in the right manner with inner
mobility.
Within the onlooker, a light waking-up process takes

place. All these positions and soul-gestures are experienced



feel the forces of the heart, without which we cannot really
embrace. “Und imHerzen sindwir froh – warm ismy heart”,
as it says in the therapeutic I A O-exercise, which is carried
out with children. Here the world is embraced out of the
warm heart with the O.
The arms are free in the movement; they are even called

“organsof freedom”. Like thearmsonapair of scales theyare
also the external organs of balance led by the will.
Once again, the middle verse of the “Foundation Stone”

indicates a connection of “Practice spirit-beholding in the
balance of the soul”...to “the Christ will in the surrounding
world in the rhythms of the world, blessing the soul”...

Ecce Homo
Weniger die Hoffnung auf ihn

das ist der Mensch
einarmig
immer

Nur der gekreuzigte
beide Arme
weit offen
der Hier-Bin-Ich (Hilde Domin)

[EcceHomo (Behold theman)/ less the hope for him/ this is
the human being/ one-armed/ always/ Only the crucified/
both arms/ wide open/ this one here-I-am]

Is spreadingout thearms in thehorizontal alsoanembrac-
ing? Can we say for the first position for the exercise “I think
speech” that it is embracing?As it becomes clearwith the fol-
lowing positions, they are cosmic thoughts, cosmic words
which are to be expressed. One does not think about (nach-
denken) it but prepares (vordenken). The words “I think
speech” it is trueareenclosedbyasurroundingsquare, a con-
struction; here in the first position the future is prepared.
This future is expressed in the secondposition, and thenwith
the third position is poured into the earthly proportions of
thepentagramwith theGoldenMean.But it leadsus in trans-
formedpositions towards thehigher self.Thearchetypal pic-
tures, which in carrying out the exercise are standing in the
background, indicate thepath fromwest toeast (for theprac-
tioner) on the direction of that which I embrace (the
Umfassende), where the seeker finds the spirit.
In music we have in the notes F and G the middle level of

the extendedarms. In theoldest of traditional tonal systems,
fromChina, 3rdmillenniumBC, the basic note G is relegated
to the first month in spring, in connection with the zodiac.
The translation of these Luh – as all the notes are called – is
“the great unification”; it means “that all things begin to
sprout and to become rounded krümmen”. The later Chi-
nese tonal system takes the note F as primary; itmeans“yel-
low bell” and signifies “that everything multiplies in the
depths”.We learn also from a Chinese legend how the F can
be heard vibrating in one sound out of nature, with the roar
of the river, the song of the Phoenix-bird, the sound of the
bamboo flute, and human recitative when freed from every
passion.14

In our time, too, great artists have expressed in words this
experience of the laws of nature oscillating with the laws of
music.

Musik
Aus welchem Instrument
tönt ihr Takt
an unser Ohr

Musik sind wir
ihre Stimme
schwingt in uns.

Hör die Erde tönen
im Atemwort (Rose Ausländer)

[Music/Outofwhatever instrument/ itsmeasure/ sounds
on to our ear/We are music/ its voice vibrates in us./ Listen
to the earth sounding/ in the word of [its] breathing]

Inhisnotes onmusic, thepianist andmusicianEdwinFis-
cher, writes, “The same laws ruling in a fugue byBach, in the
vibrations of a chord, in the growth of plants, in the course
of the universe are hidden in us, revealed to our feelings”.
So, from earlier and more recent times we have an inner

orientationor support, justifying us to allow thenotesGand
F as primal musical tones to sound with our extended arms
in the embracing cosmic line of the equinox. The note/tone
C links heaven and earth through the upright human figure.
As themusical help to incarnation, it only became the stan-
dard after the pentatonic and Gregorian ages.
Like a testament, Rudolf Steiner spoke in England in one

of his last lecture-cycles on the very wide context of music,
which surely is also relevant for eurythmy. “The Christ-
Impulse canbe found in themusical element…Themusical
element… is capable of placing before theworld this Christ-
Impulse in music, in formed, ensouled and spiritually per-
meated sounds. If music allows itself to be inspired by
anthroposophical spiritual science, itwill find theway in the
purely artistic realm to solvewith feeling the riddle of how to
bring to life symphonically in soundwhat lives as theChrist-
Impulse in the universe and the earth.”16 For this, Steiner
gives a path of practice with a sequence of intervals.
“The universe and the earth – “das Kosmisch-Tellurische”

– expresses itself in eurythmy on the axis heaven–earth,
invisible space–visible world, that is, from behind to the
front. As performers we are to become transparent for what
streams out of the cosmic world “behind” us. Musical
sounds are to be heard in the widths, the embracing [level],
transmitted [from between the shoulder-blades] through
the collar-bone that can reach to the etheric periphery. The
form of the cross is never relinquished.
What is going onbetweenperformers and audience in the

realmof balance of the horizontal?We are led to apreview in
feeling to human language, of what the Chinese legends tell
of the note F sounding in speech when the human being is
free from all desire. How the human being speaks in harmo-
nywithNature is, since the primal beginning, created out of
the human being.

Sculpture in motion in speech
The spoken word appears on the human being,
the musical sound appears through the human being.17

Does this apparently simple formulation by Steiner help
us to follow up the theme of giving – or also of the translator
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– in speech-eurythmy? Something is to be expressed on the
humanbeing, on theperformerwhichout of the abundance
of speechhe/shewants tobring to the audience.Wecanalso
formulate the question like this: How can the performer
clothe him/herself, to put on the sounds and words, that
they become visible for others on the human being?
The speakerhas tobringhis speechorgans intomovement

with the breath. Formed speech addresses the ear, the
understanding and especially the experience. Eurythmists,
too, work in their way with the air. In this case it is the air of
the environment, not the air in their own lungs.
What role the element of air plays in music eurythmy, is

easily traced and recognised. Movement is given over to the
air that then carries the movement, and vibrations from all
directions are taken up and manifested. Everything goes
through the human being, who becomes “transparent”.
It is different in speech eurythmy; here thewill has to take

hold.The air is formedwith every speech-sound in a special
manner, as the speechapparatus is alsodoing.Thepractised
audience can observe the difference in the movements of
the veil. Initially the veil for the eurythmist is supportive, in
order first to feel the surroundingair.Graduallywithpractice
it increasingly becomes a tool that raises the movement
more strongly for the audience into an objective speaking.
In music eurythmy the veil gives width, colour and a uni-

fying element in group-forms, which is splendid to behold.
For speech is the sculpting of the air in asmany possibilities
as correspond to every single speech sound.What, for exam-
ple,wouldTbewithout themighty redveil? Itwouldbemore
a gesticulation or even a symbol instead a gesture. And how
does the yellowveilmake theR light up andmoveonwith its
rolling and laying hold even in every smallest R-movement
– e.g., with R in “ripple”.
The“mobile sculpture”of speecheurythmyneeds theplay

between thehumanbeingand theperiphery.Wepossess the
eurythmy-figures for the sounds of speech, but not for the
musical sounds and the intervals. Eurythmists, too, can of
course so move without the veil that they manage the veil-
structure in form and colour; they have gradually learnt to
fashion the etheric element. Nevertheless, for the audience
this remains perceptible only in the future.
To conclude, let us look once again at the fashioning of

space, this time in relation to tensionand release. As anexam-
ple, a simpleword in its inner significancewill leadus into the
directionsof space. Imaginequite concretelyhowaperformer
on stagewalks backwards, away from the audience. (A retreat
is not meant, which refers more to the performer when he
goes back into himself, when he retreats from an object). A
movingbackwards,which technically has tobepractised for a
long time,when theback space receives its ownspecial signif-
icance, expands the space for the audience consequently
intensifies the tension between stage and auditorium, one
could also say between above and below. The figure on stage
and its gesture has to appear bigger, in the sense of more sig-
nificant.Let’s taketheprimalsoundA(“ah”), thedevotedoffer-
ing of the self above andbehind.Then something can light up
on the performer – he seeks himself in the divine. In order to
intensify thisspiritual,devotedgesture, theAis followedbythe
H. Only now he shows the world that he comes from the
heights, that his“I” is still embedded in the spirit by letting the
A stream forwards to the audience.Thismighty event is taken
in and rounded off with theM in a breathing dialogue.

What is given as content? There came about the ancient
Indianword for“I” (Ich) andhumanbeing: AHAM.Theaudi-
ence is drawn into the realms behind and before, the above
and the below. If the experience of “I”, or ego, of today is
expressed, then the I (“ee”) moves towards the audience,
saying “I am here, I present myself to you all. But the path
goes back again into the spirit; backwards we seek connec-
tion differently from the A (“ah”); it is the breath of the CH.
The sound A with its greenish-bluish veil stems from there,
the CH with its green-blue veil frees the way again for the
upwards-striving of the “I” (the Ich).
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A new study on the birth
of Eurythmy Therapy

FelixWilde �

The recently published “Vom Werden Der Heil-Eurythmie
[The early history of eurythmy therapy]”, by LasseWenner-
schou, in connection with the life of Ilse Rolofs and Trude
Thetter, is a thoroughly revisedandsupplementedversionof
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“Erinnerungen aus der Entstehungszeit der Heileurythmie
[Recollections on the early history of eurythmy therapy]”,
which appeared in 1972 in the series of writings from the
eurythmy-therapy training in Stuttgart. In both we meet a
Johannine motive in the gesture of Uriel, as he “glides with
wing-like arms into our world as the historical conscience”.
Starting from the threefold will, which lies as the basis of

eurythmy, LasseWennerschou points to the situation under
whicheurythmy therapy cameat that time in fieldof tension
between the Medical and the Performing Arts Sections, so
that in 1930Marie Steiner set upa training in eurythmy ther-
apy led by Elisabeth Baumann in the Eurythmy School in
Stuttgart.
In the same venue six year earlier Rudolf Steiner said,

“…The third is eurythmy therapy, that can only take place in
connection with a doctor and doesn’t come into question
here”.That thiswas not consideredbyMarie Steiner became
oneof the reasons for thedifficulties andhindrances to inte-
grate our therapeutic profession in the manner it deserves
into themedical world.
Throughmanyyears of contemplation, it became inward-

ly certain for me that Rudolf Steiner said something about
this through his friend Graf Polzer at the Annual General
Meeting in 1935. “It seemsmeanwhile almost as if a hidden,
probably an unconscious anger is conceivable against
Rudolf Steiner’s last years, the victim of which is in particu-
lar Frau DrWegman.”
Whoever has the task to bring down to earth the architec-

tural archetype of eurythmy, which Rudolf Steiner left us in
the form of a sketch for a eurythmy building in 1923, has to
wrestle through the first primitive steps of learning to read
the occult writing.With regard to LasseWennerschou’s con-
cern that the tutors in eurythmy therapy see their responsi-
bility to open up the tradition to that which wants to
become, two aspects will be mentioned here.
The first concerns the building-sketch itself, which Rudolf

Steiner fashioned out of a crossing of the zodiacal signs Fish-
es andTwins.According tohis entries inKisselieff’sworkbook
this means: penetrate karma, the impulses of deeds with the
ability of judgement. This demands that we look to Marie
Steiner towhomweowe somuch for theunfoldingof euryth-
my in such away thatwe recognisewhere and how in certain
decisions after Rudolf Steiner’s death she was not yet able to
freeherself fromthe“powerwhichbinds all beings” [Goethe].
Let us attempt to concentrate. Eurythmy like abird of des-

tiny flew into the anthroposophical movement. But how?
Theoccasionwasa therapeuticquestionofClara Smits, after
Rudolf Steiner answered her question of a profession for her
daughter Lory: “Couldn’t one through specific rhythmical
movements work therapeutically via the etheric body into
physical body?”
Three days before his death Rudolf Steiner corrected the

proofs for the book he was writing with ItaWegman, chap-
ter 18. “Within the realm of our therapy, what we call eury-
thmy therapy plays a special rôle. It came out of anthropos-
ophy throughDr Rudolf Steiner in the first instance as a new
art. If themovement-gestures of art andof educational eury-
thmy are modified so that they flow out of the ill human
being in the same way as the other gestures of the healthy
human being, then eurythmy therapy arises, … which one
can address as a beneficialmember of our therapeuticman-
ner of thinking presented here.”

For LasseWennerschou’s question on the reason of a sep-
arate path of training for eurythmy therapy, the guidelines
Steiner gave to Erna vanDeventer are relevant. “The prereq-
uisite for the profession of eurythmy therapy is that you first
know and can do artistic eurythmy. … Only when we know
ourselves as a being that mirrors macrocosm and micro-
cosm in our own body, canwe penetrate from the periphery
of eurythmy to the centre of its healing side.”
This ultimately is also the reason why it is so difficult to

realise Steiner’s intention that eurythmy therapy should
actually be practised bymedical doctors themselves.
In a letter to the members, Christmas 1942, Marie Steiner

appealed to the decision to overcome the self and to make
peace. Just eighteen days before leaving the physical plane,
ItaWegman thanked her for the great words pointing to the
future, with the words, “No longer does anything stand in
our way for future shared work for Rudolf Steiner”.
Toperceive in thewordsof thosewhohavedied thatwhich

wants to reconcile, that which in the time between 1973 and
1978 was clearly revealed in the realm of eurythmy therapy,
carries with it the responsibility for the trainer, to open the
tradition forwhatwants tobecome.ForLasseWennerschou’s
question – whether not for each of the three elements of will
a training path has to be established from its foundations –,
as far as I can see, only applies to eurythmy therapy. For this
the trainer has to bring with him/her an ability in artistic
eurythmy far beyond the present-day level of the training. It
is certainly high time that the entry requirements for the
eurythmy therapy training rest again on a two-year basis of
eurythmical training, with the result that all three paths of
training could be completed in the same period of time.
The secondaspect indeciphering theoccultwriting is con-

nected to the fact that, in the sketch for a eurythmy-build-
ing, Rudolf Steinerhas also sketched into themidst of sketch
the countenance Caspar Hauser in the clutches of the Fen-
ris wolf. As far as I know, the eurythmists are the only pro-
fessional group requested by him to search out the karmic
antecedents that led them to eurythmy. Those, then, who
have not yet concerned themselves with the destiny of Cas-
parHauser,maybeefficient eurythmists, but still have to see
what is actuallymeant by the threefoldwill of eurythmy. For
this the awakening power of karmic vision is missing, upon
which thematter depends.
Stimulated by the writings of Karl Heyer, I have been con-

cerned as a eurythmist for 46 years with Caspar Hauser,
wrestling with the question why Rudolf Steiner speaks so
sparingly and with such an inexplicable reticence about
him. Finally, I found the solution to the riddle in Werner
Greub’s “Wolfram von Eschenbach und dieWirklichkeit des
Grals [WolframvonEschenbachand the reality of theGrail]”.
If we are aware of what direct context Rudolf Steiner himself
stands to the destiny of KasparHauser, thenwe can become
aware inwhatwayandhow thebattle against the slothof the
heart continues – also in our own groups.
“In this afternoon session I would like to indicate the first

seeds of eurythmy therapy.”Never before or after did Rudolf
Steiner open a series of lectures in thismanner. But it points
to the fact that eurythmy therapy could only be inaugurated
under the presupposition that eurythmists and doctors col-
laborate creatively to awaken these seeds to life.
How this happened with Ilse Rolofs and Trude Thetter as

two individualities from the pioneer time of eurythmy ther-
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apy Lasse Wennerschou’s study shows us in an impressive
way in his study, also through the truly representative pho-
to on the title-page.
May it contribute, that we realise the principle of the vow-

els, that in eurythmy therapy begins with self-assertion, in
that we do not seek for recognition from those people from
whomwe cannot expect the appropriate knowledge, but in
that we completely build on the possible aim of our thera-
peutic successes.
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“This can only be improved, that through a common will
of a greater number of people such amedical realm is really
wrestled for,whichmakes it possible that spiritual principles
can penetrate intomedicine” Rudolf Steiner (GA 168, Germ.
Ed. p. 202).
The study by Lasse Wennerschou, published privately, is

best ordered by phoning, tel.: 040 / 8 702 806.



Eurythmeum Zuccoli & Akademie für
Eurythmiesche Kunst Baselland
A Step towards the Future!

UllaHess, IngridEverwijn&FraukeGrahl (CH-Aesch/Dornach)

On the100th birthday of eurythmy, two of the oldest euryth-
my trainings will join paths from September 2011. It will be
a new founding with a new name and new impulses in
teaching. Already fromOctober 2010a first-yearwill begin in
a joint new training impulse:Health-giving and therapeutic
bases of eurythmy.
During recent years the varied work with the quite differ-

ent students fordifferent countries intensifiedourquestions
of what eurythmy can achieve and how as a “health-giving
art” it can find aplace in our difficult times. Forwhatwill the
current eurythmy students be responsible later in their
working life, and what competences are important today?
Formany years we at the Eurythmeum Zuccoli received a

yearly block of “hygienic”, or health-giving eurythmy led by
FrauMargrit Hitsch (Bern). Our students appreciated these
blocks very much, and for us teachers these lessons were a
real gift. They helped an understanding of Steiner’s basic
exercises, making them accessible for our time. FromOcto-
ber 2010 every two weeks Margrit Hitsch will teach health-
giving and therapeutic bases of eurythmy in our training in
Dornach. The students of all the training years can gain a
basic competence in this direction of eurythmy. To support
the study-of-man for eurythmy, we asked the Leader of the
Medical Section Dr Michaela Glöckler, with Margrit Hitsch,
tohold seminars onvariousmedical themes.Toour great joy
she agreed; full of anticipation we look forward to the new
academic year.
Wewouldalso like to report onanother impulsewhichhas

been building up now for several years.This is the extension
of our training in Italy. We have been responsible for the
training class in Rome. Since 2004 the Eurythmeum Zuccoli
in Dornach has collaborated with the “Associasione Artisti-
ca Romana Amici dell’ Euritmia” in Rome.What began with
anartistic productiondevelopedvia an intensive course into
a part-time eurythmy training, In October 2007 the Col-
legium of Eurythmeum Zuccoli (at that time Ulla Hess,
Frauke Grahl and Ursula Heusser) founded the training in
Rome with an intensive working week. Eight students had
already taken part over a whole year in an intensive course
led by Ulla Hess according to training criteria. With the
founding of theTraining Class, Rome, in October 2007, nine
more students joined in order to begin their training.
Seventeen students studied in Rome for the first time.

Responsibility was carried by the above-mentioned experi-
enced colleagues in Dornach. Since autumn 2009 Ursula
Heusser took on other tasks and left the Eurythmeum Zuc-
coli. Once amonthwe travel to Rome, to lay the foundations
of eurythmical elements, to deepen and practice them. The
students in Rome practise on two afternoons and develop
what has been given with Marina Censori, supported by
Annamaria Tripodi. Maria Lucia Carones pursues intensive
work on the Italian language. In Sandra Schneider-Pedrini

(living in Basel) we have found a great support in all the
questionsof translation, an important task sincemanyof the
basic books are not yet translated into Italian. Two to three
times a year all Roman students travel to Dornach in order
to work for one week with us, or, as on 25 June 2010 for the
first time, to show their end-of-year work.
The work in Rome follows the training-curriculum of the

EurythmeumZuccoliDornach.Yet apart-time trainingdoes
demand more focussed work and considerably more
autonomous practice from the students.What the results of
such a training will be shown in the near future. Already in
June 2011 the first course will graduate in Rome. After now
four years training activity in Rome, it is clear how fructify-
ing an exchangebeyondborders canbe andhownatural the
eurythmical language of gesture can be seen as an interna-
tional language.

Im-pulse eurythmy, International Eury-
thmy Studies

AndreaWeder

Im-pulse.eurythmy, International Eurythmy Studies begins
a third year in Autumn 2010. The nine students, four from
the USA and five from Brazil, will be full of joy and anticipa-
tion, meeting in Dornach as every year of their three-year
training, ready for the last leg.
All the students (aged between 21 and 26) are ex-Waldorf-

School pupils, that is, they have breathed in eurythmy from
kindergarten toupper school, and inparticular takenpart in
supplementary, extra-curricula eurythmyprojects. After the
12thClass/Grade they tookpart either in SaoPaulowithTer-
ra NovawithMarilia Barreto, or alsowith the Summer Eury-
thmy Academy carried by Austin Eurythmy Ensemble. The
former was an intensive project to rehearse for several
months and to prepare a tour in Brazil and Europe, whereas
the latter took place over a period of 4 years every summer
holiday (of the academic year) during a month of intensive
eurythmical work with concluding performances in Austin,
Aspen, Sao Paulo, Dornach and Cape Town.
In this group of talented and enthusiastic young people

from North and South Americas, there gradually awoke the
wish to study eurythmy.Their years of experience and occu-
pation with eurythmy enflamed a deep interest and open-
ness to focus nearer on this art. Studying eurythmy became
for thema serious undertaking. Soon the questionwas aired
where the possibility existed of organising a course that
wouldmeet the specific needs of these young people.
In helpful, supporting talks with our Section leaders

(Werner Barfod andMargrethe Solstad) and in the intensive
discussion with the faculty of various eurythmy schools in
Europe and the Americas, we aired and discussed from
many sides the question, Is such a training possible, neces-
sary, and feasible, and how should it be planned?
An initiative was born and the following months were
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filled with serious planning. Working out the curriculum
took place with the help of experienced eurythmy tutors.
The necessary bases of organisation and finance were stud-
ied and planned. Margrethe Solstad actively supports the
initiative with loving interest since she became Section
leader and Ingrid Everwyn is prepared to stand at the side as
mentor.Wewere also in discussionwith interested students
on their ideas for the training. Then on 23 August 2008 the
course began with nine students.

How is the training fashioned?
It is a peripatetic training legally founded and organised

from its base in Austin, USA. The first half of each year takes
place in Dornach/ Aesch hosted by the Akademie für Eury-
thmische Kunst, the second half in America. During the first
year wewere twomonths in Austin and a twomonths in Sao
Paulo. Unfortunately due to financial reasons were unable
for financial reasons to Brazil during the second and third
years, but guest tutorswill teach inAustin.Toallow the train-
ing to travel from Europe to the Americas, rests on the one
hand on thewish to stay inDornach near the cradle of eury-
thmy and other centres of eurythmical activity, and on the
other hand to stay in contact to one’s own culture and lan-
guage. A very competent group of guest teachers teach the
studentswithmuchenthusiasm.At theheart of our concern
was the idea of offering variety in teaching. Markus and
Andrea Weder are the ones constantly accompanying the
project, overseeing it and holding it together.
Beside the intensive study of the eurythmy curriculum,

the study of subsidiary subject is an important part of the
training, in anthroposophy, study of man, metric and poet-
ics,music theory, singing, speech formation, painting,mod-
elling,..... Also as an important part of the training a practi-
calmethodof teachingeurythmy inSteiner/Waldorf schools
with extra annual teaching practice in various schools.
Now aword on the character of the group of im-pulse stu-

dentswhohavealready successfully completed their second
year with much input and inner connection. These young
people express a true urge to experience and to learn the
eurythmical elements in their depth and comprehensive
truth. Their connection is authentic, full of soul and spirit,
enabling them to find ever more trust in their own steps of
development, to approach ever nearer their wish to become
eurythmists.
The graduation performance takes place on 17/18 June

2011 in Austin U.S.A. and on 25 June 2011 in the Akademie
für Eurythmische Kunst in Aesch.The students hope to take
their programmeon tour during August/ September 2011 in
Europe and Brazil.

For more information, please visit www.impulse-euryth-
my.org and www.austineurythmy.org

A Finnish study-week
Easter visit at Riikka Ojanperä

UlrikeWendt, DE-Stuttgart

BetweenRaitila, the smallmökki, anovernightpossibility for
4 – 6 persons, and the house Riikka Ojamperä, lies a walk of
a fewhundredmetres along a little Finnish lane in ruralwest
Finland. Nature is not “special” yet full of rich experiences –
the triangular ice-crystals on the puddles in the morning,
thick dew-drops on the tips of the needles of the fir trees
forming wonderful patterns. The juniper berries picked
fresh from the bushes and chewed – an explosion of taste.
The gurgling of the little brook to be heard a few metres in
advance, which during the days of thawing grows to a roar.
Redgranite. Snow,which changes fromablindingwhite into
a brownmush – gum-boots are demanded! A tendermist on
Easter morning, an extensive blue during the evening twi-
light. The redness of the birch trees – enchanting Finnish
nature makes you feel good, in between the white trunks of
the aspens in infinite tenderness. Pine trees and fir trees
guarantee the continuity of greenness; as on each occasion
I am deeply moved by Finnish nature. There is no exciting
rock formation or anything spectacular, but a sense of pri-
mal creation and clarity, and always something more sur-
rounding it…
And then I leave the pre-Easter April-morning coldness,

through thebackdoor into the study! For fourdays I immerse
myself in the life-work of Riikka Ojanperä – Finnish euryth-
my, the language of the Kalevala, and the bequest of Friedel
Thomas and Ilona Schubert, two of the first eurythmists of
the early days at the Goetheanum.
For at least two years, the phenomena of the Finnish lan-

guagehaveme in theirpower.Whatawonderful strengthand
forming quality lives in this languagewhich is so special! It is
not easy to penetrate, and evenmore difficult to learn – I am
quite proud if I am able to follow a few sentences of a con-
versation, but to speak itmyself – oh dear! By the time I have
finished thinking a sentence, have found the words, added
adequateendings, themomentof ameaningful contribution
in a conversation hasmostly passed long ago. But I can read
a little, silently and also out loud – if no Finn is listening, and
hears the mistakes in the vowels…. And I can get enthusias-
tic about the splendid sound and the pictorial fashioning of
the words and sentences. The Kalevala – what a speech cos-
mos! Word-pictures – strange yet immediately effective. To
move thisoldFinish language ineurythmy–aswe tried inour
project “Kalevala2009” – produced all sorts of experiences
and countless questions. I wanted to trace these experiences
and find out why I find the whole thing so fascinating.
I became acquaintedwith Riikka during our Kalevala per-

formance in Turku – she sat in the foyer and seemed some-
how familiar tome.We conversed shortly; she toldme she is
collecting for a book the indications for Finnish eurythmy,
and indeed everything Steiner hasmentionedwith regard to
Finland.Nextmorning she sent ane-mail thankingus for the
performance, a gesture that impressed me and which
opened up the possibility for further contact. We entered
into electronic conversation. One day, perhaps because my
many questions were tiresome to answer in writing, she
invitedme to visit her.
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during our study week. But a group of people have to be
found who will care for the continuing work of this couple.
Untola could become a small cultural centre – where else in
Finland is there a eurythmy stage built exactly according to
the measurements of the First Goetheanum? With raked
seating? And a charming veranda, which not invites people
to study but also to relax? Where else is found this unique
combinationof artwithbio-dynamic agriculture? Johannes‘
potatoes and carrots taste fantastic.What enormous work it
must have been to prepare the ground!What is needed now
is a small Association worthily to carry the bequest of this
couple. Furthermore, people arenecessarywhoactively and
with financial help will bring about such an Association. It
would be an enormous loss if this incredible life’s work
would simply disappear.What help I can muster from Ger-
many I will gladly attempt. But much more urgent are peo-
ple from the country of this language, which is fostered in
Untola with so much love. I wish frommy heart that Riikka
and Johannes find these people!

Riikka Ojanperä
Untolantie 72, FI-21570 Sauvo

UlrikeWendt
ulrikewendt@web.de

tel. +49 (0)175 560 38 52

Review of the 7th Composers
Symposium with Xiayong Chen

Julia Heinzelmann

For the seventh time a Composers Symposium for contem-
porarymusic took place at the Alanus College. This year the
focus was the composer Xiaoyong Chen and his music. A
new work “Eurythmical Fragments for violin and piano”
commissioned by Alanus College was introduced and
received its first performance.
Chenwas born in 1955 in Peking into a culturally interest-

ed and socially-minded family. His childhood was strongly
influenced by the cultural revolution. AfterMao’s death and
the reopening of the Universities, he began in 1980 to study
violin and composition at theMusicCollege inPeking. Chen
longed for the world outsides China. In 1985 he undertook
the long train journey to Hamburg in order to pursue com-
position studies with György Ligeti, who had invited him.
Ligeti laid much emphasis on personal artistic expression
with his pupils, supporting them in every way. The compos-
er spent his first thirty years in a field of tension of party
political music for the masses, the remains of traditional
Chinese music, influences from European classicism, and
finally initial contacts with contemporary Western music.
Hismusical thinking is formed in connection to his Chinese
roots – also of a great innermobility, adaptability and recep-
tivity – with the open but clear diction of Ligeti’s school. As
a composer he follows amongst other things two principles.
To work out with minimal means maximal results of many
possibilities of tone-colours and articulation is one charac-
teristic. Another is transfer the experiences with tone-
colours and changes of classical tonal production through
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Alongside the unendingly warm and loving hospitality of
Riikka and Johannes, I have learnt very much – about the
Atlantean primal language, traces of which have survived in
Finnish; of the principles of the Kalevala, which are pictures
of this primal speech-singing. It soon became clear to me
that the trochee lying as the basis of the Kalevala is nothing
of the kind. We are dealing rather with a relationship of
breathing to pulse (4:1), on which the free rhythms of the
Kalevala sound.
The threefold nature of the Finnish vowel-nature con-

cerned me for quite a while. Work on this formed a part of
our studies for “Kalevala2009”; for me it became a wonder-
ful picture of the threefold soul-forces; the vowels behind
(AOU) and those in front (ÄÖY) never mix but are connect-
ed through the free vowels E and I. Through this strict divi-
sion of the soul-vowel members of speech, the Finns today
too find it hard to speak foreign words, such as “Olympia”,
which rather becomes “Olumpia”. Is it not impressive that
these old principles of speech are still so deeply at work?
At Riikka’s I experienced many things about the conso-

nants. The Finnish sounds Ko-Pe-Te live quite concretely in
thephysical speechorganisation – clearly tobe felt in speak-
ing them – exactly between the German consonants G-K, B-
PandD-T.With thedouble consonants a kindofholdingand
tension lies in the soul, something so to speak taking place
between the sounds. A change of placement that is loosely
linked with these three sounds functions as a kind of ether-
ic balance in Finnish word-structure. The Archer stands as
an inspirer behind the Finnish language; “NG” can be taken
as a primal sound.
The fascinating speech-formative-force of Finnish today

is still at work, felt in all thesemanifestations of change and
flexibility ensuring that the Finns use very fewAnglicisms in
their language. They rather fashion new words. Instead of a
“computer” they have a “tietokone”, instead of a “mobile/
cell phone” andeven theGerman“handy”, theyhave a“kän-
nykkä”.
I could report much more on the experiences with the

adequate eurythmical gestures for the phenomena of lan-
guage I mention. Whoever has witnessed Riikka’s demon-
stration of the “shooting power” of Ko-Pe-Te will never for-
get it!
In the Villa Untola treasures are guarded and given away

to everyone who comes and asks. Tremendously revealing
aspects on music eurythmy and the planetary gestures can
be experienced there, which can enrich anyone eurythmi-
cally active – even if perhaps not so enthusiastic as I am for
the Finnish language.
Why did I travel already in April to Sauvo, at a time in

which nature in Finland is still quite wintery? It’s quite sim-
ple – later in the year Riikka Ojanperä has no time to give
courses since she is busy with Johannes Linden in agricul-
ture. The couple have built over the years a small bio-
dynamic farm, which they still run. In case it is not known,
Riikka became 80 years old in April, and Johannes is not
much younger. It is hard to grasp what these two people
achieve there, what enthusiasm, what deep trust in anthro-
posophy and the principles given by“Dr Steiner” gives them
the courage and the strength to engage still so intensively in
active life.
There arepeoplewhosupport the couple andalso support

Riikka on the above-mentioned book. I met some of them



electronic compositions on to acoustic music, that is, to
achieve these sounds acoustically. For each new composi-
tion he searches for the appropriate technique in order to
write it down andmake it audible.The reasons for a compo-
sition for him are always different. A third aspect makes
Chen’s compositions especially interesting for eurythmy.He
composes at least as intensively with what sounds after, the
imagined sound beforehand and the inaudible between, as
he does with the audible sounds.
Theoccasionanddevelopmental process forhisnewwork

was very unusual. Mr Chen received a commission from
Alanus. At the same time five students of thediploma-course
of the eurythmy department of Alanus decided to work in
eurythmy towards the first public performance.Never in his
life had Mr Chen seen eurythmy. The students so far only
knew of his works fleetingly. Interest, openness and the
readiness to dare something new was there on both sides.
Thediploma-course received the compositions in thebegin-
ning of January. The commission asking for a few minutes
had grown into a longer cycle of c. 25 minutes long – a con-
siderable length for a choreographicmovement. Each piece
has its own poetry and its own picture – pictures existing in
everyday life and arising out of it. “Swinging drops of water”
is the title of onepiece. If you listen to themusic youhear the
water, the water-drops. Mr Chen causes the pictures in his
music to sound in many-faceted imaginative ways, always
different, always new. The compositions were explored in
improvisation and later choreographedbyStefanHasler.On
19 March 2010 the students who had worked intensively
with his work, met Mr Chen. On that day Chen heard his
composition for the first time, and saw eurythmy on stage
for the first time. A day of working together on his composi-
tions ensued. On 20th March his work was heard and seen in
eurythmy by the public. Afterward Mr Chen sad, “I am very
happywithwhat I have seenhere today! Eurythmygoes very
well with it. It is a gift for mymusic”.
For the students the work with the music was very inten-

sive and demanding. “It is unbelievably enriching to get to
know the composer personally, to hear what he has to say
about hismusic and howhe haswritten it. Forme themeet-
ingwithMrChen linksme even deeperwith hismusic. Sud-
denly forme it was no longer abstract, but full of poetry, real
and alive”, one student reported.
The diploma-course of Alanus College tour this summer

with this commissioned work. Chen’s work was framed by a
work based on the oriental fairy-tale “Snakes and Precious
Stones” by Elsa Sophie von Kamphoevener.

The powerful effect of improvisation
in music-making

Verena Zacher Züsli, CH-Zürich

The Musicians Conference, held from 5 to 7 March, was
attended by about 60 musicians. It opened with a splendid
concert by theKairos Lyre EnsemblewithChristianGiersch.
The four lyres sounded out of the four corners of the room,
clothing the audiencewith their sound. After aQuodlibet by

Bach, where they could show their maturity in playing
together, pieces were heard which tested their sure ensem-
ble-playing, pieceswhichwereplayedhalf-notated (byGier-
sch), half-improvised. The notated music was so inter-
nalised that it was as if newly created; the improvised
ensemble-playing was so intently aware of what was wanti-
ng to become that it sounded as if composed. Ensemblewas
achieved, taking theaudience into this intensified attention.
In his lecture Christian Giersch asked, How free is free

music-making? As an organ player he knew the tradition of
improvisation and its dangers – we are very quickly caught
in our sense ofmovement andhabits of listening. Ourmusi-
cal culture, the instrument, the tonal system all make their
impressions, so that in the improvisation our coming to
terms with what has come to pass becomes audible. By
involvingour listening“I”,we contribute to its development.
The“winding down the thread” only lets us experiencewhat
has become. In the imaginationwe are to develop attention;
the rhythmic system is all about being uninhibited and the
human being of movement demands transparency. To link
past and future we need openness in the present moment.
On the newbass lyre of Horst Nieder, ChristianGierschwith
DagmarFischer improviseda“Songof theEarth”,witnessing
to this open presence of mind. Dagmar Fischer’s self-
smithied instruments gave an illuminating contrast to the
round sound of the large lyre. Wolfgang Wünsch quoted a
definition of improvisation, which was valid right into the
20th century: the tensionbetween theobjective givenand the
subjective experienced.Where is the objective given today?
We are to leave behind us things that have been given
(cadenzas, functions) and develop a feeling for tone-colour,
and soundscapes. Reinhild Brass mentioned the cata-
strophic noise of our environment and advised the attempt
to protect our hearing. She has developed audio-pedagogy.
Withherwe experienced the three stages of a developing lis-
tening: out of movement (with quiet feet) the mood of the
fifth is perceived as protective surrounding. With the third
inner space is developed; with it children turn to the outer
world.Then, thirdly, abalancebetween inner andouter – the
octave. Gunhild von Kries let us hear three different
approaches: a conscious knocking, themovementof a string
instrument produces stillness after the sound. With long
notes you could hearwhether the player hadmoved in time.
She advised to lay hold of the intervals so that you are aston-
ishedby the secondnote. Experienced soundscapebegins to
breathe. For Knut Rennert there are four realms of listening:
in the north the arrangement of twelve notes, in the South
Dionysos (Chaos), in the West noise and in the East tran-
quillity. He advised not to leave noise and chaos outside us,
but to include them, to redeem them.With him, on parts of
machines and everyday things, we attempted to produce
sounds and rhythms, not to give up our own rhythm and to
bear it.We noticed after a while that out of the chaos some-
thing was beginning to come to life, even producing a still-
ness – rough things often point to something fine, storms
purify.
OnSaturday evening therewere three concerts of improvi-

sation: l. “Sound-scapes” with the string quartet Heiligen-
berg andmetallic instruments by ChristophHutter. The sev-
en string instruments build out of planetary woods were
heard earlier. On this occasion not only were pieces played
but also improvisations, partly connected to the sound of
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smithied tubes which to a successful contrast. It was partic-
ularly exciting when thewires that were arranged like rays of
the sunover the stagewerebowedbyhand. In contrast to the
very differentiated formed stringed instruments, these
sounded as if connected to eternity. 2. “Metamorphoses”
with theTrio“Klangblüte” played from thebalcony.TheTäh-
tivirta, the string psaltery, similar instruments in the plane-
tary woods carved by hand, produced very gentle sounds, to
which the flute moved with feeling and the metallic instru-
ments gave resistance. 3. The Ensemble “Steinlicht” pro-
duced in the stairwaywith singing,metallic andstone instru-
ments, clarinets, flutes, violins, lyreandstringpsalteryagreat
variety of sounds. The ensemble was especially good and
contributions of the instruments brought a colourful variety.
On Sunday Thomas Reuter (piano) and Andreas Gränerich

(saxophone) introduced the plenum-improvisation, with a
short concert concluding the conference. Here too two
experts,mutually attuned,whoexplore and taste thepossibil-
ities of their instruments.The idea to improvise“islands”with
theparticipantswasgenial.Outof theplasma(duo) therearise
four “islands” made up from four instruments, which can be
awash with the primal waters arise. The second piece “Move-
ments” consistedof sixmovements; three solos answeredbya
group. One felt noticeably good when ever and again there
came some singing to themixture of instruments.
In the discussion the variety of possibilities shown us was

welcomed and appreciated. Many questions arose:What is
art?What are the forces at work?When am I amusician and
when a therapist?What is arbitrary, what is conscious activ-
ity? Fortunately we did not receive finished answers, but we
did experience that making a move to meet each other
brings joy and is freeing.Wewere nourished by the forces of
fashioning in our own activity. And so we express warm
thanks to the organisers and look forward to a continuation
of this theme.

Visiting the Old Master at the Foot of
the Mountain (Pie-monte)

Vincent Harry, NL-The Hague

At the beginning of April all the eurythmy colleagues of the
Rudolf Steiner College, Rotterdam, NL, attended a further
training course at “la fabbrica – the factory”, in Piemonte,
Italy.Thiswas a courseon“TheLast Supper”byLeonardoda
VinciwithWernerBarfod.WernerBarfodwas the reasonwhy
I studied eurythmy. It was a flashback in time. I hadnot seen
the OldMaster for 12 years.
At Easter we flew to Pisa (over Milan would have been

quicker). From Pisa to Alessandria the train journey was
splendid, lasting four andahalf hours, leadingpast the flow-
ery Riviera and the marble sites near Carara. The towns
became progressively smaller and more picturesque. In
Alessandria ourhost,Gia vandenAkker,was awaitingus.We
glided royally over the hills from village to village in her vin-
tage car, a Citroen DS Break.
Time rolled back. Then we stood before a great gateway

and entered the Azienda, a pearl of a wine-maker’s estate
with a view of the vineyard and the village on the hill. It is a
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marvellous place, where we always felt good after lots of
intensive eurythmy sessions.
We studied the gestures for the zodiac and the planets in

connection with the gestures of the twelve Apostles in “The
Last Supper”. The work is a statement of non-verbal com-
munication. It speaks to people of all religions, languages
and cultures.
Theoldmaster –WernerBarfod – came straight fromDor-

nach, where he had performed an important role in euryth-
my in the newproduction of Steiner’smystery dramas. At 73
years old he moves with such suppleness, inspiring us to
view Leonardo’s work through perception of the sense of
movement, the sense of balance and the sense of taste.
After three full days of movement we went to Milan to

admire the work of art.We had the great fortune to see prior
to this the last, unfinished Piéta of the other great master
Michelangelo. Movement in stone, hammer for hammer
carved out drama, breathtakingly beautiful!
Thenwe stood in the queue to see Leonardo’s work. It was

a little absurd to have to go through two barriers and then to
be allowed exactly 15 minutes. But it became a feast.
Impressed and involved, we sat on this table ourselves,
receiving nourishment. The Apostles, cleaned up and life-
sized, speaking through their gestures. The upper bodies of
the Apostles take up only a small strip of the whole work,
which fills the whole wall. It is mainly constructed of planes
and lines. A confusing beauty.
Inspired and fulfilled, we returned home, and back into

our time. A strange experience; we colleagues work and
know each other for five or more years, yet we got to know
ourselves afresh, each other and our subject.
It was a splendidweekwhich seems a long time ago, but it

created an oasis of peace inmy heart to which I often like to
return. Thanks to everyone whomade it possible!

Passing remarks
to ”Lyre and Eurythmy 2009”
12 Dec. 2009 at the Goetheanum, Dornach

Martin Tobiassen

To be a participant means a great deal for me.
As amusician Iwashithertonot interested toplay for eury-

thmy. I know toomany colleagues who have suffered under
theworking conditionsof accompanyingeurythmy.The [sit-
uation] of saying nothing but giving everything, although in
musical insight, creativity and inspiration they are far high-
er than the dominating eurythmist. I don’t need to explain
further (it is really not always like this!). I have myself been
deeplymoved by this art (the experience: Else Klink, 1981(?)
in the city theatre, Kassel, dancing a solo encore without
speech ormusic). Nevertheless despite all inclinations, I am
deeply uncertain whether with beautiful, good music and
speech it is really necessary to addmovements, which even
acoustically we have to hear, which often appear as only
attempts, seldom as adequate and autonomous. And – here
I even trust I can make a judgement – despite all the con-
temporary production efforts, they still serve up a whole



loadof stereotypes,which through their predictability put to
a hard test my serious “assumptions for experience” and
openness.When I read in thebrochure for“Symphony-Eury-
thmy 3” such an unfortunate statement in print as (I quote
S. Lin, p. 4): “Eurythmy allows music to be freed from the
purely temporal [level]”… etc., I have to gather all my posi-
tivity in order to make myself go next time to a eurythmy
programme. And then I should accompany eurythmy?
In working with Nicola Anasch, to which I hesitatingly

agreed (we are colleagues teaching inWitten-Annen, and I
was always for inter-disciplinary activities), I learnt quite a
different attitude, that is, of entering on an equal footing
into the phenomena of music and movement. She brought
a piece with her (it was “4 Fragen – 4 Questions” for alto lyre
solo by SiegfriedThiele). I don’t grudge practice time, learn-
ing afreshmusic that I playedmany years ago and started to
love evenmore.DorotheaMier,whowas visiting at the time,
brought new, fruitful observations and stimuli also for the
musical interpretation. When Michael Kurtz invited us, I
agreed straight away to travel to Dornach for this actually
impossible date during Advent.
There I expected – it was supposed to be a “Research pro-

ject Eurythmy and the Lyre” – a kind of seminar-like work,
where you could mutually experience and help each other
and then finally perform what you have arrived at. Instead
of this therewas a strict planof lighting and stage rehearsals,
no meeting of participating groups. If there hadn’t been the
work withWerner Barfod, who took our “4 Questions” with
warm interest and could give us important approaches to
the piece in two intensive rehearsals/ classes/ audition-tri-
als –what should I call it? – was able to give us further essen-
tial approaches to this piece (which could already be seen
during the evening performance) – essential aspects to
“questioning gestures”. If this work had not been there, I
would have regrettedmyparticipation andwould have felt I
had incurred unnecessary expenses. However, in this way
the subtitle “research” was justified. Many grateful thanks!
But nevertheless, I missed a collaboration with the other

performingmusicians and eurythmists, even if itwas said in
a soothing way such a collaboration took place in previous
meetings. I would have enjoyed being there myself, and am
a little sad that these conferences come toanend.Well,Nico-
la and I continue together. In the meantime we approach
Kurtag’s “Herdecke Eurythmy”.
At the open performance on Saturday, the following per-

formed:NicolaAnasch,HeesookOh,Annette Strumm,Hans
Peter Strumm, Genevieve Recht, Bevis Stevens, Nina
Stevens, Thomas Sutter, CorinaWalkmeister (all eurythmy)
andWolfgang Friebe, BarbaraHasselberg, GwenolaHemlin,
Claudia Rordorf, Martin Tobiassen (all lyre), Heesook Oh,
Barbara Stuten (speech). The programme was – as to be
expected – very mixed and fragile. Most of the lyre pieces
were short and not primarily concert pieces. This interest-
ingly also applies to most of the transcriptions. (Perhaps
amongst other things this situation allowed Gabriela Jüngel
in “Das Goetheanum” to write that the lyre is “not a classical
concert instrument”? Iwould like to askher towrite downher
definition of “classical concert instrument”,1 I would be most
interested! Tobe exact, the lyre came150 years too late and can
never alter the fact...). These short pieces performed with
great differences of style andqualities, lednaturally to apro-
grammewhichhas tobe regardedas suchpositively. In addi-
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tion the very flat and wide Foundation-Stone Hall has its
own problems of contact and of acoustics, which is more
apparent with the lyre than with instruments whose sound
is more directed. As a player, I feel the need to produce the
notes more contoured and with an edge than the case
shouldbe; it is difficult the judge theaural impressionsof the
audience. When the audience listens in a reserved attitude
as they should be, the effect doubles back. Butwith this per-
formance, this was not the case as far as I could judge.
Another observation, which I already know but which in

this context was again surprising: the difference of sound
betweendifferent lyres andof coursedifferentplayers.There
are worlds of difference between the musical offerings as
well as the eurythmy contributions – perhaps small worlds
for outsiders, but worlds indeed.
After playing, I went into the auditorium and saw the sec-

ondpartof theprogrammeandsaweurythmyas Ihadalways
imagined and wished for. Two people on stage, who inmov-
ing together always feelingly know what the other one does,
whomove in suchaway that youcannotbut lookat the space
between which they continually create as if it were plastic
material – as if they saw themselves from outside.
Theywere Annette andHans Peter Strummperforming in

eurythmy “Verloren ins weite Blau” by J.M. Hauer. When I
told Hans Peter Strumm afterwards of my experience –
expecting that it may be unconsciously and because of a
long collaboration it“simply” cameabout like that –, he said,
“Well, we have worked hard on this for a long time”. So. It is
possible! And perhaps no accident that it happened in this
“lyre programme”?
When we musicians stood around together after the

evening programme, the eurythmists had suddenly disap-
peared, as if swallowed up by the darkness of the
Goetheanum side-rooms, below and the backrooms. I
looked into the corridors and changing rooms – nothing. I
returned to the stage – and there they all stood, as though it
is the most obvious thing in the world, doing a couple of
forms and taking their leave.When I asked “my” eurythmist
what that was, she said, “Well, don’t you know that after per-
formances we always finish together?” No, I’m a musician.
We only stand around stupidly and utter pleasantries.
Well, why didn’t they say a word?We could play for them

“b-c-e”or“TAO”orwhatever theywant;weare alsopresent,
aren’twe?Andanother request in this direction –on thepro-
gramme the eurythmists were always mentioned with the
pieces. The musicians, however, were only “summa sum-
marum” lumped together on the printed programme,
although with almost every piece there were different com-
binations of players. Sure, nothing intentional, but one does
feel not quite taken seriously, and the audience can’t work
out who’s who. One should invest a little extra work in this.
In conclusion, there are still many areas to research, dis-

cover and develop between (lyre) musicians and euryth-
mists – I am for it and I am involved. But – I have to express
a “warning for the inquisitive”. If now a few months later I
play by myself “4 Fragen”, I feel something is missing. Even
thoughwhen playing I only occasionally looked at the eury-
thmy (I have to pay attention to what my fingers are doing),
both have grown together.When I noticed this, I was a little
shocked. That cannot be, that I as “mere musician” experi-
ence a hole! I will watch this...!



1. E-mail martin.tobiassen@googlemail.com, also thoughts
from others on this question or this article are welcome!

Courage and Solidarity – Eurythmy
Report on the 2nd Symposium on Eurythmy in
Social Contexts, at Alanus Hochschule

Ephraim Krause, DE-Alfter

“Here are people who really want to do something – and
who do it.” That’s how the participants at the second Sym-
posium for Eurythmy in Social Contexts in May at Alanus
Hochschule (8-10May)were described by JostWagner, soci-
ologist of the Association for Trainings, Research and Pro-
fessional Development, Munich. He will accompany these
Alanus participants on their next steps towards becoming
professional eurythmists in social contexts. The purpose of
this meeting, organised once more by Andrea Heidekorn,
was to connect, tomakemore concrete theprofessional out-
lines and to find ways for a stronger public presence.

Why did I study eurythmy “years ago”? What were my
motives? Andwhat has become of it today? A comparison, a
glance on the stability or power of change of these most
inner motives offered material for very personal exchanges
in small groups.What hindrances did I experience in realis-
ingmymotives, and how do I deal with them? Small perfor-
mance projects arose out of working with these questions,
stimulated by Elisabeth Rieger, Berlin, within each group,
which on the evening of the first day of the Symposiumwere
gatheredandperformed ina spontaneous show.Thosepart-
ly seriously-moving andpartly humorously-scurrilous eury-
thmy choreographies were connected, accompanied and
framed by genially improvised cello music, made up and
played by Sue Schlotte, from Bonn. The potential of one’s
own artistic potency, the widths and limits of trust in one’s
known and unknown courage, being prepared to change
and to communicate, were all clearly to be experienced in
the social as well as the artistically visible processes. The
evening was an intensive experience for participants and
audience, during the performance as well as in the ensuing

led discussion. A participant related, “To work with euryth-
my in social contexts means, to think completely different-
ly. The spark has reachedme!”
On the basis of these strongly binding experiences, the

second day of the symposium was devoted to making con-
crete imminent decisions for work:
In groups, the eurythmists verbalised in short sponta-

neous answers to the question:Why do I still work and with
great effort in this profession?What is eurythmy formeat the
moment? Whence do I take the courage to work ever and
again with new unknown groups and settings? The discus-
sion was very alive and deeply moving. Following this, con-
cretenetworking intentionswere arranged in themes, decid-
ed and set inmotion. Internal tasks were discussed, such as
the organisation and execution of workshop meetings for
theprofessional,methodical andpersonal eurythmicalwork
and to create an info-centre which should be useful at the
same time for eurythmists, for job centres, for potential
employers, as well as partners who work in the same field
with other artists and situations.
The initiative “Eurythmy Caravan” could become great

publicity.On theoccasionof the [first] 100 years jubilee 2011
and2012 it is planned to stage large and smallmonthly eury-
thmy events throughout Germany and places all over the

worldwhere eurythmyhasnot yet been. Pro-
fessional eurythmists, amateurs and spon-
taneous participants can take part. It is all
aboutmeeting, creating andchange through
eurythmy. A preparatory group will prepare,
accompany and document the project.
This symposiumwas aworkshop, a field of

work. This was very positive. We went more
into the depths, got to know each other bet-
ter! I am very grateful that Alfter is a place
where it was possible that everyone could
meet. In this way, Annemarie Ehrlich, the
great pioneer of eurythmy in the workplace,
summed it up.
Very refreshed, encouragedandenlivened,

the social eurythmists parted after two days
of working together, in order to become
active again in the individual struggle. Every-

one was full of joy, looking forward to the third symposium
next year, entitled “I am”, the theme of the central human
aspect of eurythmical work cutting through every cultural
border.

New Developments at the Eurythmy
School Nuremberg

Ingrid Beger

At the Eurythmieschule Nürnberg great changes have taken
place. Angelika Storch, who founded the training 33 years
ago, took her leave of the collegium at the end of the last
school year. She now devotes herself, amongst other things,
to a new training initiative in the Czech Republic, mentored
from the Eurythmy School, Nuremberg.
NicoleHofmann takeshermaternity leave fromJune2010.
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Ralf Prahse, who in his Sabbatical year has taught in our
training, returns to work in Steiner/Waldorf Schools.
Now a new team to lead the destiny of the School is taking

shape around Antje Heinrich, who apart from her success-
ful teaching andperforming activities has for years taken on

the task of leading the School. Our young colleague Maike
Weitzel has arrived from Dornach. From Kassel comes
Katharina Gleser, who brings a long experience in teaching.
Our common impulse is, through the basic elements – the

sources of eurythmy –, to deepen and use them in art, to
enable young people to develop capacities and abilities for
their profession as eurythmists.
Angelika Storch writes: With greatest joy and trust in the

future, I warmly welcome the new colleagues to the Euryth-
my School and to Nuremberg. An artistic and strong team
has been formed again, a collegium that will work further in
the spirit of the words of Novalis* from “unity into free vari-
ety”. And so to all the colleagues, co-workers and students, I
say:
“I wish you all luck!“

* “Novalis” is formed from novále = new arrangement.

Sound Circle Eurythmy (Boulder, USA)
Training to begin in September

David-Michael and GlendaMonasch,US

We are very pleased to announce that we will open the
newest professional eurythmy training in the US this Sep-
tember, here in Boulder, CO. Our vision is to train euryth-
mists who are capable of acting in, and responsive to, the
needsof theworld around, tobring thewater of eurythmy to
any ‘plant’; whether into the classroom, the workplace, to
individuals on their ownpathof growth, and/or to situations
where eurythmy has yet to have reached.
We will lead the training with the support of highly expe-

riencedvisiting eurythmists fromEuropeand theUS, aswell
as adjunct faculty from the Rocky Mountain region and
beyond. As of the date of this writing (August 2010), we have
interviewed and accepted 15 students, and are still in the
process of interviewing several more applicants. We have
received applications from around the country, as well as
from overseas, (UK, Bulgaria, Germany, Japan and Iceland –
but we are unable to accept these students, since we are not

yet approved for granting immigration student visas).
We are especially honored that DorotheaMier will join us

for the Festive Opening of our training, leading The Birth of
Eurythmy weekend workshop Sept 17-19, in which she will
explore the earliest beginnings of eurythmywith Lory Smits
andRudolf Steiner.The timing of thisweekend is auspicious
for several reasons: these three dayswere right in themiddle
of that first eurythmic working time in 1911, and Sept 19 is
Lory Smits death day. Then, on Monday September 20, the
trainees will continue their work with Dorothea, to deepen
and expand on theWeekend’s work. That day is the anniver-
sary of the laying of the Foundation Stone of the First
Goetheanum.
The students who are coming together to form our inau-

gural circle are amature and inspiring groupwhowill test us,
and push us to the utmost to unfold the potential and pow-
er of eurythmy to meet the needs of the time. From our
remarkable interviewswith these dynamic women (nomen
yet!) we feel immensely grateful and privileged they have
chosen to comeworkwith us, andwe are all too aware of the
huge responsibility we bear toward each and every one of
them.
We are working with our dynamic and courageous Board

to create a viable and flexible social-economic form, based
on Rudolf Steiner’s threefold social principles, whereby the
students can be supported through their four-year training,
and they in turn work to support the others in the circle. As
a fundamental principle we recognize that education
belongs to the cultural-spiritual sphere and should not be
constrained by economics or legalities. We are striving to
create a form, which will allow any student, who is commit-
ted to eurythmy and has been accepted into the SCE train-
ing, to attend, regardless of financial limitations. We also
recognize the difficulty of this task, but also of the necessity
to strive toward it at this particular moment of human evo-
lution.
This truly collaborative approach, which will include

teachers and studentsworking ego-to-ego in an adult learn-
ing community, has been greeted with great enthusiasm by
the students themselves, and by many supporters around
the world. It includes our broader local community; friends
known and unknown across the USA, our far-flung Adviso-
ry Council, and people around the world, who are lending
support in various ways.
As such, we are calling on all who are searching for a bold

initiative with which to connect their energy and resources
to contact us with offers of help and support, in whatever
forms thatmay be. In these times of great social distress and
financial uncertainty, we hope our modest efforts will find
the echo they need to move into the future with certainly,
trust, strength, and humor.
We invite your questions, concerns, suggestions, and sup-

port at info.soundcircleeurythmy.org or by post to Sound
Circle Eurythmy; PO Box 11285; Boulder, CO 80301, USA. If
you haven’t already done so, please visit Sound Circle Eury-
thmyonour Facebookpage andatwww.soundcircleeuryth-
my.org. And please be sure to view the little video posted
there, which has received a very positive response from
around the world!
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Käte Schmidt
(13 June 1920 – 17 February 2010, Dresden)

Katharina Sonntag, CH-Basel-Riehen

I would like to write here
something in memory of
Käte Schmidt. Even if I know
very little of her personal life,
she remains in my recollec-
tions as aquiet and livelyper-
son.
Käte Schmidt belonged to

the first eurythmy training
consisting of 10 people in the
then East German Republic.
The training was led by

Angela Locher and Gerda Lehn. Käte Schmidt is the first of
this group to return to the spiritual world.

During our training Käte Schmidt showed courage and
equanimity and a good judgement when problems arose.
For these reasons and also because she became the pioneer
for eurythmy during the Communist regime inWeimar, the
town of Goethe and Schiller, she deserves recognition and
appreciation.
Here quiet working in eurythmy and anthroposophical

working groupswas filledwith joy, endeavour and radiance.
She possessed a beautiful, deep humour, which always

made me happy when we met. I still hear her words, “Don’t
get discouraged,Katharina, youcan’t doeverything at once”.
She belongs to the few peoplewho are able to judge the lim-
its of their strength, so that she came across fully convinc-
ingly in her eurythmy work with children and adults in
Weimar.Thiswasmypersonal experience since Iwas able to
experience her adult classes a few times. In thisway, amem-
ory of her personality which shines like a coloured, friendly,
picture will always remains withme.
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EURYTHMY
International Conference for Eurythmists
Monday, 25 April to Friday 29 April 2011

Rudolf Steiner’s Concept of the Art in the four realms:
Stage – Education – Social Contexts – Therapy

Volker Frankfurt (Eurythmeum Stuttgart)
In 2011/12we celebrate the birth of eurythmy 100 years ago.
For the future, the question of a review is just as important
as the question, “Where is eurythmy going?” This question
directs us to Rudolf Steiner’s concept of art that is to occupy
us in this conference for eurythmists in the four realmsof the
profession.
Between thoseworking in eurythmyand those enjoying it as
audience, the previous contexts can be turned inside out,
when eurythmists demand the audiencebecomepro-active
with them. This demands an intensification of one’s ability
to perceive in dealing with artistic methods.
The new relationship between artistic creating and artistic
enjoyment is connected to amusical attitude of soul, which
will form a necessary basis for artistic creating in the future
(See: “Art as seen in the Light of MysteryWisdom“. GA 275).
Itmightbequite easy to layholdof thegeneral thoughtof the
new principle of art, yet it is exciting to ask, “How is this to
become fruitful for all the branches of eurythmy?”

Stefan Hasler, Alanus Hochschule für Kunst und
Gesellschaft, Alfter
Art and the appreciation of art form a central element of
Steiner’s anthroposophical spiritual science.With theTheo-
sophical Congress of 1907 in Munich, his artistic impulse
manifested as a complete work of art embracing music,
speech, sculpture, painting and architecture. Later euryth-
my was added as a form of art linking them all.
Beyond these named arts, Steiner conceived the concept of
art in a wider sense. The art of education, the art of healing
and the art of social living are concepts pointing towards an
artistic form of consciousness transforming and renewing,
that is, bringing concrete transformative forces into the var-
ious realms of human activity.
This conference takes up these basic artistic impulses of
anthroposophy as it is expressed in an exemplary fashion in
eurythmy.We shall enquire how this impulse canbe realised
in a contemporary manner in the realms of therapy, educa-
tion and social forms, and in the stage-art of eurythmy.

Conference plan
This Conference is conceived as aworking-conference of all
four realms of the profession. Each day begins with a short
lecture, followed by a demonstration out of research. Four
persons are responsible for eachof the 30working-groups in
the mornings.With a single group, they work with the same
eurythmical elementonR. Steiner’s conceptof the art,work-
ing with the participants on aspects relating to their branch
of the profession.With the presentations and reports on the
research work, you will gain insights into the work of many
colleagues, which includesMA theses. An exhibition for this
is also planned.
The afternoonworking-groups are continuing courses in all
four professional realms with one course-leader per group.
In the first and last evenings there will be big eurythmy per-
formancesof theGoetheanumEurythmyStage-Group.They
begin with Arvo Pärt, “Lamentate” in collaboration with the
Eurythmeum Stuttgart; to conclude the conference “... in
the Apocalyptic Age”, artistic director Carina Schmid. The
second evening, dedicated to humour, is formed from con-
tributions from several colleagues. For the theme-days on
Education and Social Contexts, further performance-pro-
jects are under negotiation.
This Conference embraces several Sections, which is clear-
est in the realm of eurythmy therapy, for which the Medical
Section is co-responsible. Eurythmy in Education and in
Social Contexts also collaborate via the collaboration of the
Sections for Education andSocial Science.This Internation-
al Conference for Eurythmists 2011is organised through the
initiative of the Section for Eurythmy, Speech andMusic.
The concern will be that we meet in the four professional
realmsof eurythmy throughdoing, perceiving andgetting to
know each other.

The preparatory group warmly welcomes you,
Margrethe Solstad, Ursula Zimmermann, Angelika Jaschke,
Helga Daniel, Bettina Grube, Stefan Hasler,Marcel Sorge

* Please find in this edition a prospectus with a registration
form.
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SPEECH
The Medical Section at the Goetheanum in collaboration
with the Section for Eurythmy, Speech andMusic

Working-days on
Therapeutic Speech-Practice
from 21–24 Oct. 2010

for speech artists, doctors and therapists
Movement of the speech-sounds and the human being of
movement – focussing on rheumatism

Through the archetypal gestures for the speech-sounds in
the human being of movement, at work in the listening and
speaking, we find ourway towards therapeutic activity. How
can therapeutic speech-practice becomea remedy for the ill
human being of movement (rheumatism)? This conference
has developed over some years towards a forum of the fol-
lowingprofessional realms: early speech remedy, education,
curative education and social therapy, clinics and freelance
practice.
There will be a translator for English-speaking people.
The programme in German and English can be obtained
from June 2010 from:
Medizinische Sektion amGoetheanum, Postfach, CH- 4143
Dornach 1, Tel. +41-61-706 42 93; Fax +41-61-706 42 91;
roland.tuescher@medsektion-goetheanum.ch

Those responsible:
Medical Section at the Goetheanum:Michaela Glöckler
Section for Eurythmy, Speech andMusic:Margrethe Solstad
Preparatory group: Dietrich von Bonin, Walter Gremlich,
andEdithGuskowski, SilkeKollewijn,WolfgangNefzger, and
Trond Solstad

MUSIC

Concert series on the Zodiac
with Felicia Birkenmeier “Conclusion”

November
CH-Dornach, Hügelweg 33

Section day III
13 November, CH-Goetheanum

Fashioning of time and the effects of themusical intervals
Margrethe Solstad

2011
Musicians’ Conference
11–13 March, CH-Goetheanum

The Intervals – Musical and eurythmical

PUPPETRY
Working meeting Puppetry
15 – 16 January 2011

Fear and Courage
International Puppetry-Days
2 – 5 June 2011

The polarity of fear and courage is present in the breathing
of our life; they are at work in our perceiving and our soul-
experiences; they are expressed in our life-styles.
We let this very eloquent theme come to expression in the
choice of pieces for performance and for our further con-
siderations for fashioning this conference. With presenta-
tions, discussions andworking groups, we intend in all sorts
of ways to concern ourselves with educational, therapeutic
and stage-artistic questions. We shall work practically in
workshops.
Performinggroups fromGermany,Austria, Italy andSwitzer-
land will show a wealth of puppetry, large theatre and small
stage!

See also: www.goetheanum.org/2531.html
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The following events take place under the responsibility of
the respectiveorganiser.Their inclusionheredoesnotmean
that these events in each case correspond to the direction of
work soughtby theLeaderof theSection, or theEditor of this
Newsletter.Readers andparticipants of the events are explic-
itly asked to judge for themselves.

EURYTHMY
Further training courses with
Annemarie Bäschlin 2011
Music eurythmy therapy:
for eurythmy therapists, eurythmy-therapy students, doctors,
music therapists:

2–6 July
Venue: CH-Aesch
Led by Annemarie Bäschlin
25–29 July, or 1–5 August
Venue: CH Berner Oberland
Led by Annemarie Bäschlin,
Medical contributions: Dr Eva Streit

Eurythmy further training with Annemarie Bäschlin and
AloisWinter
14–23 July, venue: CH-Berner Oberland
Elemental beings; Philia Astrid Luna; basic elements of
music eurythmy, led by A. Bäschlin,
Apollonian forms; head- and foot-positions, ledbyA.Winter.
Speech formation, led by A.Winter.

A. Bäschlin, Ringoldingen CH-3762 Erlenbach
Tel. +41 33 681 16 18

Course with Annemarie Ehrlich
2010/2011

2–3 Oct., DE-Krefeld: Eurythmy in businesses
Registration:PeterGerlitz, +49-(0)2151-595099, info@peter-
gerlitz.com

9–10Oct.,GB-Stourbridge.Canweget inspirationbyworking
together?
Registration: Tomie Ando, +44-(0)1384 82 18 11,
tomie.ando@blueyonder.co.uk

15–17 Oct., GB-London: The Rhythms of the Foundation
Stone by Rudolf Steiner
Registration: LondonCollegeofEurythmy,+44-(0)20772414
10, dseurythmy@yahoo.com

23–24 Oct., AT-Wien: Planets, Tones,Vowels
Registration: Uta Guist, Wöbergasse 21, AT-1230 Wien,
Tel:+43-1 803 71 55, uta.guist@aon.at

29–31 Oct., CZ-Prag: Breaking through barriers
Registration: hana.giteva@post.cz

5–6 Nov., AT-Graz: Planets, Tones,Vowels
Registration: Trigon, +43-(0)316-40 32 51

13–14 Nov., BE-Brugge: Planets,Vowels, Tones II
Registration: marie.anne.paepe@telenet.be

2011
8–9 Jan. Bern: Time as bridge-builder
Registration: Heidi Müri, Tel. +41 34 445 39 76

15–16 Jan. Bern: Time as bridge-builder
Registration: Heidi Müri, Tel. +41 34 445 39 76

18–20March, Stuttgart: Building community – dare to take a
step out of the future
Registration: UlrikeWendt, +49 711 236 42 30
info@eurvthmeumstuttRart.de

1–2 April, Järna: Living movement – The human balance
between day and night, rest and rush, conscious and uncon-
scious
Registration: KatharinaKarlson,Tel. +46 8 551 53 061, +46 70
931 43 91

9–10April,Helsinki:The seven life-processes inorganisations,
schools and in life
Registration: Riitta Niskanen, rite.niskanen@arianne.net

15–16 April, Copenhagen: How can we create a community?
16–17April,Copenhagen:Canwegive lessons out ofmethods,
what, how,why
Registration: Elisabeth Halkier-Nielsen, +45 3964 1108

6–7May, Bologna
Registration: Monika Galluzzo, Tel. +39 05 158 09 33

Eurythmy Teacher BA
Practical qualification for schools

The Eurythmy Teacher BA is offered during the academic
year 2010–11 as a practical in-training qualification. This
joint project supported by the Bund (the Steiner-Waldorf
Schools Fellowship inGermany) is a joint undertakingof the
Euritmie Academie The Hague, the Institut Witten/Annen
and the North German Eurythmy-Teacher Training. It is a
one-year, schools-supported training with a state-recog-
nised BA finals. Individual modules can be attended as a
guest. An internal certificate is provided. The seminars take
place The in Hague in German.

Crash-course (incl. “emergency suitcase” for classes/grades
1-12): 30 August – 10 September 2010
Lower school: 13 – 24 September 2010
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Middle school: 10 – 21 January 2011
Upper school: 24 January – 4 February 2011
Finals and examweek: 16 – 27May 2011

Information: Renate Barth
Katteweg 29 c, DE-14129 Berlin

Tel. +49-30-803 87 90
Fax +49-30-692 08 00 59

reba@gmx.ch

ZwischenRaum e.V.
DE-Weimar

Events 2010 / 2011
Educational weekend-seminar with Donat Südhof
(Mannheim);
Study-of-Man and Eurythmy in the Middle School
(class/grade 5 – 8)
What is the effect of individual exercises andhowcan I right-
ly use them in themiddle school?
Dates:Friday,24 Sept. (6:00pm) to Sunday26Sept.2010 (1:00
pm)
Venue: FreieWaldorfschuleWeimar
Fee:€ 85, incl. coffee / tea / snack
Concession forAssociationmembers:€65;membership for
one year:€ 20.

Long-weekend educational seminar with Doris Bürgener
(Augsburg);
Change – Renew – Refresh
Rhythms, Apollonian forms and rod-exercises in eurythmy
lessons
Dates: Friday, 29 Oct. (6:00 pm) till Monday (All Saints), 1
Nov. 2010 (12:30 pm)
Venue: FreieWaldorfschuleWeimar
Fee:€ 100, incl. coffee / tea / snack
Concession for Assn. members: € 80; membership for one
year:€ 20.

Public eurythmy-weekend seminarwith Annemarie Ehrlich
(NL-The Hague);
Mistakes as the source to develop
Have the courage tomake“mistakes” – anddiscover thepos-
sibilities to develop through it!
Dates: Friday, 27 May (7:00 pm) till Sunday, 29 May 2011
(1:00 pm)
Venue: FreieWaldorfschuleWeimar
Fee:€ 85, incl. coffee / tea / snack
Concession for Assn. members: € 65; membership for one
year:€ 20.

All courses offer the chance to appreciate thewonderful cul-
tural city ofWeimar before the beginning on Friday or after
the end on Sunday. The course venue lies but a short dis-
tance from the historical centre of town with the Goethe-
Houseon theFrauenplan, Schiller-HouseandAnna-Amalia-
Library.With sufficient numbers a tour could be organised.
Attendance to several courses would suggest becoming a
member of the Association ZwischenRaum e.V. You then

receive especially favourable conditions (see above), and in
addition support the anthroposophical cultural work in the
regionWeimar – Jena – Erfurt.
Registration / enquiries:

ZwischenRaum e.V.DE-Weimar
Herrn Hans Arden
AmWeinberg 42

DE-99425Weimar-Taubach
Tel./Fax +49 36453 74811
zwischenraum@online.de

«TRACCE» (“Trails”)

“TRACCE” is a solo-eurythmy programme.
“TRACCE”comes from“traccia”,meaning“footsteps”,“trail”.

Life is like a journey througha landscape full of trails.We find
trails of the past and the future. The “now” – a world of no
longer and not yet.
Who is the leader of the journey? Is it myself? Is it my expec-
tations and hopes, my fears and frustrations?
With trails we are always dealing with something seen and
something unseen. There are human trails, trails of pain,
trails of hope, trails of time, divine trails, word trails. Every
eurythmy form is essentially a trail of inner movement.
The fairy-tale “Hansel andGretel” [bros. Grimm] becomes a
red thread in this eurythmy programme. It is an individual
and universal story.

Music: “Storie da chissa dove” for vibraphone and cello by
Simone Fontanelli (1961, Italy); “Spins and spells” for solo
cello by Kaya Saariaho (1952); and newly composedmusic.
Texts: Sarah Kane, ChristaWolf, Etty Hillesum.
Concept and eurythmy: Gia van den Akker
Advice/ feed-back: Hans Fors
Vibraphone: Michael Kiedaisch
Cello: Mario De Secondi
Voice: N.N.
Lighting: Peter Jackson
Costumes: Helene Schaap

(This programme forms part of my MA, Alanus/Alfter, for
stage eurythmy. After working for 23 years full-time in
ensembles&projects and in the training, it is a gift to be able
to do this MA, i,e., to take the time to reflect, to form ques-
tions, to document my work and to discuss with colleagues
the questions of this stage-art in anno 2010. One of thewrit-
ten tasks was to describe your own artistic path and to
analyse it. For me to move on the border between past and
future was very opportune; out of it came the theme for my
talk “25 years of stage eurythmy” and likewise the theme of
my final module.)

Further information, enquiries:
Gia van den Akker

Tel. +39-0141-74 71 13
oder +39-0141-79 12 47

acre777@zonnet.nl,
www.giavandenakker.nl



Further training courses EVS – Associ-
ation of Eurythmists, Switzerland

Course No. 27; Sat. 13 Nov. – Sun. 14 Nov. 2010
The four elements and the four kinds of ether as the basis of
music eurythmy
with Benedikt Zweifel, Stuttgart
Proceeding from Steiner’s notebook entry to lecture 3 of
“Eurythmy as Visible Singing”, where he links the elements
and the ethers, we attempt to live into these qualities of
movement in the scale with various pieces ofmusic and the
warmthmeditation by Rudolf Steiner.
Venue: Akademie für eurythmische Kunst, Apfelseestr. 9a;
CH-4147 Aesch

Registration:
Rachel Maeder

Mannenbergweg 17; CH-3063 Ittigen
Tel. +41 31 921 31 55; Fax +41 31 921 99 11

rachel.maeder@hispeed.ch

Eurythmy Courses with Werner Barfod
October to Christmas 2010

8–9 Oct. 2010, DE-Überlingen on Lake Constance
“Fulfilled time and the strength of being-present between the
‘I’-and-the-soul and the world – states of being of the ‘I’ and
relationships of the soul to theworld in R. Steiner’s ‘Soul-Cal-
endar’.”
Lecture: “Abilities and activities of the ‘I’ in the Soul”

11–15 Oct. 2010, Eurythmie-Academie, NL-The Hague
Work with the students

29–31 Oct. 2010 DE-Studienhaus Rüspe
Seminar for eurythmists and advanced amateurs
“Art in theC21st – to be able to breathwith the ‘I’and the soul”

12–13 Nov. 2010, DE-Berlin
“Our language of thinking has to becomeagain a language of
the will – that is, to learn to be able to hold oneself with the
soul and ‘I’ in the periphery”

Eurythmy course withWerner Barfod at the Goetheanum
“Working studies ondramatic fashioning in eurythmy:Basics
– Dialogue – Spirit-being”
18 Oct. till 29 Nov. 2010, Goetheanum
Mondays 7:30 – 9:00 pm, course in seven parts
Fee: 60 Sw. Fr.; register by 11 Oct. 2010

Written applications toWerner Barfod
Effringerweg 1, CH-4143 Dornach

Eurythmy Stage-Group Nuremberg

Sat. 25 Sept.
Performance for the Michaelmas-Conference
of the Anthroposophical Society in Germany
“The European folk-souls and the human ‘I’”

24–26 Sept. 2010 8.15 pm
“Languages – angelic working”
Venue: Rudolf Steiner House, hall

Tues. 28 Sept. 8.00 pm
Michaelmas-Imagination
Venue: Rudolf Steiner Haus, Saal

Fri. 15 Oct. 11.00 am
The TownMusicians of Bremen [Bros. Grimm]
For the 30-years of the Steiner-Waldorf SchoolWernstein
Venue:WaldorfschuleWernstein

So. 24.10.
The TownMusicians of Bremen [Bros. Grimm]
Venue: Eurythmiestudio Köngen

Wed. 17 Nov. 7.00 pm
Performance by the new collegium of the eurythmy school
and the Eurythmy Stage-Group Nuremberg
Venue: Rudolf Steiner House, hall

Sat. 12 Feb. 7.30 pm
The Foundation-Stone verse in eurythmy
Contribution to the First Class conference of the Anthropo-
sophical Society
Venue: Rudolf Steiner House, hall

Sun. 27 Feb. 11.30 am
Light eurythmymatinée
Venue: Rudolf Steiner House, hall

Events of the Eurythmy School Nuremberg

Mon. 31 Jan. to Fri. 4 Feb. 2011
Colour eurythmy with Annemarie Bäschlin
Venue: Eurythmieschule Nürnberg, Heimerichstr. 9, DE-
90419 Nürnberg

Fri. 17 Dec. 4.30 and 7.30 pm
End of term show
Rudolf Steiner House, members room

Sat. 26March. 7.30 pm
Finals of the 4th year students: “Solo work”
Venue: Rudolf Steiner House, hall

Fri. 8 May 4.30 and 7.30 pm
End of term show
Rudolf Steiner House, members room

Sat. 28May 7.30 pm
Finals of the 4th year students: “Group work”
Venue: Rudolf Steiner House, hall

Eurythmie–Schule Nürnberg
Heimerichstr. 9, DE-90419 Nürnberg

Tel./Fax +49-(0)911–33 75 33
info@eurythmieschule-nuernberg.de
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Training Centre for Eurythmy, Vienna

Beginning again mid-September: the lst year of a part-time
eurythmy training course; evening classes; study groups.
Research work by eurythmists takes place alongside the
training courses; likewise further training and work on the
basic elements of music-eurythmy.
The Stage-Ensemble is co-responsible for the five seasonal
performances
(registration: Adelheid Petri).
Theme: Air-soul-process – light-soul-process preparation
for 201l, beginning with a performance on 13 October 2010
during the season of Michaelmas.
Friday, 29 October: Performance on the destiny picture of
Chopin.
Wednesday, 17November: Performance inmemoryof those
who have died.
After theChristmas end-of-term,preparations for the events
of Eurythmy inVienna, in February 201I:
Openday, demonstrationonawakenings inmusic after 1879
and the new inspiration.
Public eurythmy performance.

Bildungsstätte für EurythmieWien
Tilgnerstr.3/3, AT-1040Wien

Tel./Fax +43 1 504 83 52
dr.johannes.zwiauer@aon.at

Eurythmy Spring Valley
Professional Workshop

ProfessionalCoursewithAnnemarieBäschlinandDorotheaMier
For many years we have wanted to offer a joint conference
with Annemarie Bäschlin and Dorothea Mier, two of our
most distinguished eurythmy colleagues.We are pleased to
announce that this will now take place on Columbus Day
weekend, 2010, in Spring Valley, NY. Mark your calendars
and joinus for this rare opportunity toworkwithAnnemarie
in her first course in North America, and in collaboration
with Dorothea Mier. Travel scholarship support is available
due to a grant by EANA.
October8–11, 2010, SchoolofEurythmy,ChestnutRidge,NY.

Eurythmy SpringValley Training ProgramOptions

Full-time Training – Opening a first-year class 2010
In September, 2010, our new first-year class will openwith –
so far – ten students from around the world who will share
this new journey. The semester curriculum will begin with
the basic elements of speech eurythmy and an invigorating
rods block, surrounded by introductory courses in anthro-
posophy, bio-dynamic gardening, poetics andothers to sup-
port their first steps.

Post-graduate Course 2010 – 2011
Eurythmy Spring Valley is opening its upcoming 4th/5th
year program to interested students. The course will focus
on styles, Steiner forms for English poems, review the ele-
ments of tone-eurythmy and speech-eurythmy, indepen-

dent work projects, and will conclude with a closing perfor-
mance. Teachers to include Eurythmy SpringValley faculty-
members Christina Beck, Annelies Davidson, Barbara
Schneider-Serio and possible guest-teachers, Dorothea
Mier, and others.

Frontier Eurythmy Part-time Training Course 2010 – 2011
Come join our part-time training course designed especially
for people who live at a distance from Eurythmy SpringVal-
ley inNewYork,but areable toattend the school for four two-
week blocks during the year. Between each block, students
are expected work on their own at homewith a local euryth-
mist serving as amentor. Formore information on our part-
time training option, see contact information below.

For information on our training programs:
Eurythmy SpringValley

260 Hungry Hollow Road
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977 USA

Tel. +1 845 352 5020 ext. 13; Fax +1 845 352 5071
info@eurythmy.org; www.eurythmy.org

Eurythmée Chatou

For trained eurythmists, systematic deepening work in
doing, with reference to Steiner’s indications in “Eurythmy
as Visible Speech” in French, German or English, with
Hélène Oppert

2010
22/23/24 October
26/27/28 November
16/17/18 December

2011
4/5/6 February
18/19/20March
15/16/17 April
10/11/12 June
Venue: Eurythmée Chatou; 1 rue François Laubeuf;
FR-78400 Chatou, +33 130534709; eurythmee@wanadoo.fr

Registration: Hélène Oppert
11 rue duMaréchal Joffre; FR-78100 Saint Germain en Laye

+33139210736 or +33139211438 or +33248511628

Den Norske Eurythmiehøskole
(The Norwegian College of Eurythmy)

offers the opportunity to up-grade your eurythmy diploma
to an accredited BA degree.
Oct. 10 – 21, 2010
Feb. 19 – 24, 2011
July 3 – 8, 2011
in English, withMichael Leber and Coralee Schmandt

Tel. +47 22 44 32 90
dne@eurytmi.no
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New publication in Marie Steiner Verlag
“Das Atem-Jahr”

[‘The breathing year’], an ever-continuing speech calendar

DAS ATEM-JAHR, an ever-continuing anthroposophical
speech-calendar, constructed according to Rudolf Steiner’s
12-colour circle, with an introduction, 12 coloured pictures,
12 sound-pictures, meditative words and the “Twelve
Moods” by Rudolf Steiner, with 52 selected poems and 25
selected speech exercises. Format 280 x 420 mm, 56 pages,
34 euros + p & p. direct from the publisher. ISBN 987-3-
9808022-7-7

On the occasion of Rudolf Steiner’s 150th birthday, the bi-
centenary of Goethe’s “Theory of Colour”, the centenary of
anthroposophical method and art, 33 years of speech for-
mation, and 10 years of Marie Steiner Verlag, a limited edi-
tionof“DasAtem-Jahr” anever-continuing speech calendar
in pictures, words and exercises for everyonewho feels con-
nected to the “House of theWord”, especially speech artists
and eurythmists, teachers, doctors and therapists (for art-
therapy practices and staff rooms of Steiner-Waldorf
schools), as well as students, patients and friends.

MARIE STEINERVERLAG
Otto Ph. Sponsel-Slezak
Burghaldenweg 12/1
75378 Bad Liebenzell

info@sprachgestaltungskunst.de

Erika Beltle
Was die Sprache versteckt hält – vom
Zauber ihrer Kunstmittel

[What is hidden in language – themagic of its artisticmeth-
ods]. Verlag Urachhaus 2007

Johannes Greiner, CH-

Manypeoplewill knowErikaBeltle as ablessedly giftedartist
of language. Thirteen volumes of poems have so far been
published. How the poetess thinks about language and its
artistic forming, she uncovers in the essays written between
1965 and 2006, which are now collected in this volume.
Proceeding from a thorough analysis of the crisis into

which artistic use of language in the 20th century, she
attempts to take up Rudolf Steiner’s stimuli for the various
arts and especially for language and to apply them in a con-
temporary manner.
The essential results of her analysis is that language in the

last century fell under the sole rulershipof the intellect.This,
however, has a killing effect on art because what raises
speech into artistic speech is not the thought-content but
the form, the manner n with which the methods of speech
are dealt. “During a time when the intellect wants to rule

beyond the realms which by rights belongs to it (for exam-
ple, science and technology), it comes to the fore ever more
in art, where it has a deadly effect” (p. 10).
The artistic means through which language can be lifted

into art are not those which are close to the intellect, for
example, rhythm and rhyme are closer to musical feeling
than the head. (See the chapters “The rhythmical-musical
element in poetry”, “The musical element – an artistic ele-
ment of the future”, “Rhythm – the stepchild of contempo-
rary poetry: and “Rhyme”.) Even an employment of pictures
draws language away from the intellect, which alwayswants
to make everything clear and graspable. A picture is always
more than its conceptual interpretation! It can always be
interpreted on different levels and ways (see the chapter,
“Picture and abstraction” and “Pictorial elements and
estranged word-connections”). Themastery of such artistic
methodsdistinguishes apoet fromawriterwhowritesdown
his thoughts.
Besides this, the book also contains deep thoughts on the

question whether the art should reproduce and show peo-
ple the bad things in the world. Linking to the painterly tra-
ditionwhich show that the ArchangelMichael does not look
at the Dragon while overcoming him, Erika Beltle leads
towards a vision of art as a helper in the darkness of our pre-
sent time, not to lose oneself on to the forces pulling down-
wards but to keep one’s gaze towards the ideals of the spiri-
tual world (“The gaze on to the Dragon”).
In everythingwhich Erika Beltlewrites, she ismost deeply

linked to Rudolf Steiner’s impulses and at the same time
absolutely authentic. One can read on every page, and feel
her great understanding of the subject in relation to the for-
mulation of language and the employment of its styles, and
at the same timeexperienceher struggle for a contemporary
language of art.
For whom is this book written? For those who are inter-

ested in poetry, teachers, actors, speech artists and espe-
cially thosewhocarry in their hearts the spiritual re-enliven-
ing of language, as begun by Rudolf Steiner. In this book
there are in this sensemany suggestions.

Die Toneurythmieformen
von Rudolf Steiner
[‘Steiner’s eurythmy-forms for music eurythmy’]
Stefan Hasler, Felix Lindenmaier & Margrethe Solstad

Gia van den Akker

In chapter 1, Documentation and fundamental ques-
tions, the text leads in a lively way into the historical devel-
opment of the eurythmy forms. Even if you have already
read thememoirs of the early eurythmists, you enter in and
are amazed how these forms came into being – how alive in
the presence of the eurythmist in amood of inwardness and
warmth! Through the photos we can see the persons for
whom Steiner created the forms. The photos show a differ-
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ent agebut the contents are timeless.Then the text leads into
the essential process of the creation and of the background
of the study-of-man.The authors employ a clear, factual line
of thought, using quotations; this focuses on the whole
process of making visible the supersensory. R. Steiner said,
“In the eurythmical gesture the whole human being
becomes a sense-organ”. It is very stimulating, to follow the
process of coming intobeing fromtwopoints of view. I expe-
rienced a strong dialogue between the music and for the
person for whom one makes a form. These and other sug-
gestions for practice are valuable examples how one can
work creatively and concretely with what has been given.
Chapter 2 contains observations and analyses of the

forms.Twelve different forms are analysed. First themusical
events of eachwork are described, the context of its compo-
sition is mentioned, and the content of the musical materi-
al discussed. The basic gesture of the form is observed; the
basic directions are indicated in colour. The account is well
constructed, clear and easy on the eye, with small illustra-
tions emphasising parts of the forms with different colours.
Then come the divisions with numbers of measures/ bar-
lines in connection with themusical phenomena, conclud-
ingwith a summary. Of the twelve forms, I have taughtmore
or less eleven with students in the eurythmy training in The
Hague. Itwas exciting to compare the interpretation and the
divisionswithmyown.There aremanyagreements.With the
differences, new questions arise; the idea arises at once to
organise an initiative to meet and work with this book
(already being planned).
In this chapter there are three interpretations of the Ada-

gio cantabile from Beethoven’s “Pathétique” sonata, op. 13.
Aswith the above-mentioned twelve pieces, it is stimulating
to study the various possibilities and especially to try them
out. Hasler writes, “The relationship of the archetypal qual-
ity of a work to that of the individual interpreters is always
full of secrets”. Yet if we are used to reflecting and differenti-
ating our perceptions, we can in some way throw light on
this.Wecan feel howeach timeanothermusical element and
experience lives in the soul andmotivates the division of the
form.With this form Imyself havepaidmore attention to the
changing of the form-elements – that is, when to carry out
the loops and when the waves – in relationship to the
ensouled stream of time. This part of the book, with the
interpretations, is good and clearly laid out; always three
forms with various divisions with their bar/measure num-
bers, in colour, printed side by side.
In chapter 3, Summary from various viewpoints, first the

out-streaming and in-streaming as the primal gesture of
music is discussed in all the elements of music eurythmy,
whether in major and minor, or in melodies (rising and
falling), in rhythms (waking and falling asleep), etc. In the
forms, this appears in the most differing movement
sequences, andwith reference to themusical phenomena it
is clear with what emphasis they are to be carried out. This
is followed with some examples of forms which are formed
more out of beat, rhythm, intervals, harmonic function and
phrase formation. In this chapter, Iwould like todrawatten-
tion to the elements of style. There is an attempt to look at
the music-eurythmy forms in connection to the style of the
respective composition. Forms are described whose phe-
nomena speak a language, which in its gesture corresponds
to the characteristics of style. Compositions from Scriabin

were the most modern to which Rudolf Steiner created
forms. It is interesting how very expressive diagonal forms
appear. These can be moved in an intensified manner only
with the element of “the in-between”. Here are valuable
experiences for work with contemporary compositions.
An hypothesis exists that the forms drawn for a certain

eurythmist share certain similarities. These characteristics
are described byChristophGraf, for example,with forms for
Ilona Bögel, Marie Savitch and Ermica Mohr-Senf. Graf
describes points of view for practising forms in space. He
introduces concepts suchas aim, focus andvanishingpoint,
which with regard to various intentions make it possible to
experience qualitative relationships to the space.
Chapter 4 deals with aspects relating to the forms – stage

lighting, the dress, and indications for themovement.There
are interviews with Cara Groot and Maria Jenny, and two
contributions by Dorothea Mier and Claudia Reisinger.
Christian Senfft von Pilsachmakes an impressive contribu-
tion on stage-lighting, showing how Ehrenfried Pfeifer
worked and with what means, and what Rudolf Steiner
essentially intended. All the contributions are full of life. In
reading, an ever-growing impression is felt (which I often
received from further training courses with Elena Zuccoli)
how inspired, full of imagination and temperament they
worked during those early years. Every form of individual
imagination was fostered, total presence of mind was
demanded. Whoever was not an artist didn’t last, as Maria
Jenny recounts. If we would all practice the indications for
style by Rudolf Steiner, wouldwe not intuitively receive bet-
ter ideas for fashioning in eurythmy performances that
appear ever the same? For the self-critical stage-eurythmist
it is surely freeing to read how Maria Jenny and Elena Zuc-
coli express themselves on some terribly boring eurythmy
performances. The last lines of chapter 4 express a concern
of the great eurythmist Claudia Reisinger. It is a shame that
these lines coming before the Appendix, written in a gener-
alised-judgmental and pedantic tone, have been left by the
authors and editor. In the Appendix there are explanations
of some concepts of music theory and two lists of all the
music-eurythmy forms. The first orders them chronologi-
cally as theywere created andwithmuchother information,
the second according to the eurythmists who first per-
formed them.
After reading, a question remains for me as a eurythmy

tutor.Why is there no chapter on the various form-elements
as phenomena – for example, in the chapter “What is the
essence of a form”, p. 40, the concepts of form, archetype,
seal, choreography, etc. are used.The individual elements of
form – loops, waves, double waves, points and curves – all
appear in the examples, but are not studied on their own
merits. This would have been interesting in the context of
Steiner’s indications for creating forms for music eurythmy,
for example, the forms for the intervals and for phrases in
lecture 8 of “Eurythmy asVisible Singing”.
To read and study this book was great fun. I recommend

this valuable andbeautifully producedwork-book, thanking
the authors for the work they have put into it.
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